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EXPLORING THE APPLICABILITY AND UTILITY OF THE SUBJECT-CENTERED INTEGRATIVE 
LEARNING MODEL IN ACADEMIC EDUCATION 
 
 The purpose of this study was to explore the utility of the Subject-Centered Integrative 
Learning model (SCIL-OT) for occupational therapy educators when crafting occupation-
centered learning experiences. The need for centering education on occupation, the core 
concept of occupational therapy, has been promoted by multiple scholars (e.g. Whiteford and 
Wilcock, 2001; Yerxa, 1998). However, occupation-centered education has not yet been fully 
operationalized. The SCIL-OT is a model created to assist educators in centralizing occupation in 
their teaching, but development has been primarily conceptual (Hooper 2006a; Hooper 2006b). 
Therefore, there is a need for empirical study of the SCIL-OT.  
 This basic qualitative study used a theory building approach to confirm or disconfirm 
elements of the SCIL-OT. Seven graduate level educators participated and were interviewed 
two times. Audio from the interviews was transcribed and coded through the use of qualitative 
software. Initial codes were developed from the SCIL-OT elements, and were expanded based 
upon the data. Themes were developed based on patterns in the codes. Educators in the study 
used the model to adapt written assignments, practicals, and class discussion in a way in which 
was interpreted as being occupation-centered. The model was interpreted to be compatible 




 Occupation is the central concept of occupational therapy, and it is essential to 
emphasize it in education (Yerxa, 1999). Based on the findings from this study, the SCIL-OT has 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 Occupational therapy is a rapidly growing field. According to 2014 Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, the occupational therapy job market is estimated to grow at 28% a year over the next 
several years (www.bls.gov/ooh/healthcare/occupational-therapists.htm). With the advent of 
the Affordable Care Act and the retirement of baby boomers, this growth is likely to continue.  
 In part to fill this need, more occupational therapy schools open every year (Cusick, 
Froude, & Bye, 2014). This growth has outpaced the development of faculty members, resulting 
in a shortage (Mitcham & Gillette, 1999; Murray, Stanley, & Wright, 2014). This is especially 
problematic because most faculty members who are entering the field do not receive training 
as edu ato s. As Milto  a d “ho e   put it College tea hi g is p o a l  the o l  
profession in the world for which no specific training is required. The profession of scholarship 
is rich in prerequisites for entry, but not that of instruction  p. ii uoted i  Noli ske . 
Therefore, occupational therapy is faced with an academic workforce shortage and also with 
many new and experienced faculty members who may not have received formal training on 
teaching.  
 This problem is further compounded because, when faculty members do learn about 
teaching, methods are often drawn from other fields of study. While teaching methods from 
outside the field are useful, they may not fully meet the needs of occupational therapy 
education (AOTA, 2014; Hooper, King, Wood, Bilics, & Gupta, 2013). The American 
Occupational Therapy Association (2014) has called for research to develop occupational 
therapy-specific education models that help students learn about our distinct value.  
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 One answer to their call has been an educational model for occupational therapy that 
defines and organizes teaching around the central principles of the field (Mitcham, 2014; 
Hooper et al., 2014; Hooper, 2006a). Although occupation has been widely recognized by 
scholars as the central concept and concern of occupational therapy and occupational therapy 
education, occupation is often implicitly but not explicitly present in curricula. This can cause 
students to have a fragmented and disjointed understanding of the field and difficulty 
distinguishing occupational therapy from other professions. The Subject-Centered Integrated 
Learning model for occupational therapy (SCIL-OT) has been developed as a tool for helping 
faculty members place occupation at the center of teaching. However, most work to date has 
been in the conceptual development of the model and its application to faculty development. 
Studies addressing what Lynham (2002) described as confirmation and disconfirmation of the 
model are now needed. Therefore, this study explored the usefulness of the SCIL for 
occupational therapy academic educators. Primary research questions are: How do OT 
academic educators experience the concepts and transactions of the SCIL-OT? How does the 
model guide academic educators in designing and implementing occupation-centered learning 
experiences? What are the limits of the model and what recommendations do academic 
educators have for its refinement? 
 To present the results of this review, I will first define occupation. Next, I will describe 
the benefits of engaging in occupation and the importance of occupation in occupational 
therapy practice. I will then elaborate on the current calls for occupation-centered education 
and how this philosophical underpinning can lead to positive outcomes for students and 
practitioners. I will then critically evaluate the literature to determine barriers to occupation-
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centered education, and strategies that are being used in occupational therapy education, as 
well as other health disciplines, to align curricula with core outcomes. Finally, I will describe the 






































CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
 
 To establish the background for the study, I searched multiple databases using a variety 
of terms. The following databases were used: CINAHL, PsychInfo, Academic Search Premiere, 
a d MEDLINE. “ea h te s i luded e e edu atio al odel AND o upatio al the ap ,  
o upatio al the ap  edu atio ,  su je t-centered educatio ,  o upatio al the ap  AND 
u i ulu ,  t a sfo ati e lea i g,  a d i teg ati e lea i g.  Citatio s i  ke  a ti les e e 
then used to pursue relevant subtopics in curricular development, student-centered education, 
and pedagogy. Once I established a familiarity with occupational therapy research on these 
subjects, the key terms were expanded to include similar research and theory from nursing and 
other allied health disciplines.  
 Relevant articles were evaluated through the use of an eleven-stage matrix. Categories 
in the matrix were: category/topic, empirical or conceptual, definitions or formulated models, 
reason for paper, phenomenon examined, methodology: data, methodology: analysis, findings, 
agreement or disagreement with my research, areas where my research might contribute. 
Results from this analysis presented two major barriers for occupation-centered education: 
overcrowded curricula and unclear connections to occupation.  
Definition of Occupation 
 Many feel that the distinctiveness of occupational therapy is tied to the concept of 
occupation (Royeen, 2002; Fisher, 2009). Occupation has been defined as activities that are 
self-initiated, goal-directed (even if the goal is fun or pleasure), experiential as well as 
behavioral, socially valued or recognized, constituted of adaptive skills or repertoires, 
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organized, essential to the quality of life experienced, and possesses the capacity to influence 
health  Ye a, , p. . O upatio s a  e a thi g f o  d essi g ou self, a i g fo  a pet 
or family member, engaging in educational activities, to participating in a leisure activity with a 
friend (AOTA, 2002). Occupations occur within a context and time frame and are only fully 
understood by the individual engaging in the occupation (Pierce, 2001; Dickie, 2014). Across the 
lifespan, occupational participation grows and changes just as the individual grows and 
changes.  
Benefits of Occupation  
 People are constantly and necessarily doing occupations. Dickie (2014) suggested that 
occupation is an essential element of being human, and that engaging in occupations is a 
iologi al i pe ati e  p. . E gagi g i  healthful o upatio s has ee  theo ized to ha e a 
positive effect on mental and physical health, as well as quality of life (Wilcock, 1999; Wilcock, 
2007; Hocking, 2014). For example, children who engage in the occupation of play develop fine 
motor skills and perceptual skills (Tanta & Knox, 2014). Conversely, engaging in an unhealthy 
occupation like alcohol abuse can cause individuals to lose occupations such as employment 
and family relationships (Wasmuth, Crabtree, & Scott, 2014). Mary Reilly said it well in her 
Elea o  Cla ke “lagle le tu e: Ma , th ough the use of his ha ds as the  a e e e gized  i d 
and will, can influence the state of his o  health  , p. . ‘eill s lai s ha e ee  
confirmed and reinforced by several experiments. For example, in a quantitative study, Dunn et 
al. (2005) found that engaging in the occupation of aerobic exercise helped alleviate the 
symptoms of individuals with mild to moderate depression. In this case, as in many others, 
engaging in a healthy occupation positively impacted mental health and wellness. 
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Importance of Occupation in Occupational Therapy Practice 
 Given the importance of engaging i  o upatio s, a  s hola s ha e ad o ated fo  
o upatio al the ap  se i es to e o upatio - e te ed a d to fo us o  o upatio al 
out o es, ea i g helpi g lie ts di e tl  e gage a d e-e gage ith the a ti ities of thei  
dail  li es “̈de a k, ; Hocking, Jones, & Reed, 2015; Hooper et al., 2015; Gillen, 2014). 
Occupation- e te ed efe s to a p ofessio -spe ifi  pe spe ti e  Fishe , , p. . Ma  
occupational therapists embrace a profession-specific, philosophical viewpoint wherein humans 
are seen as interrelated individuals who interact with one another and the environment, as 
they grow and transform through participation in occupation (Hooper &Wood, 2014; Konkola, 
Pikkarainen, & Törmälä, 2003).  
 Occupational therapists use this occupation-centered viewpoint to guide practice. 
Because occupational participation is interpreted in this viewpoint as a method of improving 
quality of life, occupational therapy interventions are often occupation-based, meaning 
o upatio  is the ai  i g edie t  in treatment (Fisher, 2013, p. 164). For example, 
occupational therapists may teach a client about self-care through having him or her use the 
toilet or shower during the session. When interventions are not occupation-based, they are 
often occupation-focused. In an occupation-focused intervention, occupation is the primary 
concern and goal, even if it is not being engaged in during the session (Fisher, 2013; Pereira, 
2015). Occupational therapists use occupation-based and occupation-focused interventions to 
help clients engage in occupations.  
 Occupation-based and occupation-focused interventions have been shown to promote 
positive outcomes for clients. For example, in a quasi-experimental study, Eklund and 
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Erlandsson (2014) tested the effect of the Redesigning Daily Occupations (ReDO) program for 
women who were unable to return to work due to stress-related disorders. The participants in 
the study were selected because they found both their work and the occupations they did at 
home to be overwhelming. The ReDO program consisted of three phases for a total of sixteen 
weeks. Interventions were occupation-focused in that participants analyzed their daily activities 
and developed strategies and goals for engaging in daily and professional occupations. In the 
final phase, the participants were given work placements and were provided support in their 
home lives for occupational performance. Although both the control and experimental groups 
showed an increase in the concrete and symbolic value of occupation, Eklund and Erlandsson 
found that individuals who participated in the ReDO program expressed greater improvement 
in their satisfaction with everyday occupations at home and their participation level increased 
more than the control group. Because this intervention focused on the occupational lives of the 
clients, it is consistent with the philosophical core of occupational therapy and illustrates the 
benefits of occupation-based practice.  
Occupation as the Center of Occupational Therapy Education  
 Considering the importance of occupation in occupational therapy practice, numerous 
scholars support the idea that occupation should feature prominently in occupational therapy 
education (e.g. Mitcham, 2014; Nielson, 1998; Pierce, 1999). Proponents of this focus have 
ter ed it as o upatio - e te ed edu atio  Hoope , a; Hoope , ; Whitefo d & 
Wilcock, 2001). Occupation-centered education has been defined by Hooper et al. (2015) as 
u i ula  desig s a d tea hi g app oa hes that e pli itl  pla e o upatio  at the center of all 
lea i g  p. . “i ila  to o upatio -centered practice, occupation-centered education 
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eates hat Ye a  alled a pai  of glasses  that guides stude ts i  a p ofessio -specific 
perspective on human needs (p. 366). According to Yerxa (1998), the curricula are vehicles for 
transmitting values to students. In other words, the occupation-centered practitioners of 
tomorrow are built out of the occupation-centered education of today. 
Challenges for Occupation-Centered Education 
 While occupation-centered education is a frequently espoused value, it not universally 
present in occupational therapy education (Hooper et al., 2015; Hooper et al., 2014). Several 
scholars have suggested reasons for the gap between educational theory and educational 
practice. The two most prominent challenges are that curricula are overcrowded and 
occupation is often unclearly linked to course content. In this section, I will address each 
proposed challenge and outline current strategies for addressing that challenge. Ultimately, I 
will argue that occupational therapy education needs a guiding model to ensure that the 
unique nature of our field is not lost.  
Overcrowded Curricula 
 One challenge to occupation-centered education may in part be attributed to the rapid 
pace of new research that, when incorporated into academic programs, can lead to 
overcrowded curricula. The Accreditation Council for Occupational Therapy Education (ACOTE) 
currently requires programs to cover an extensive list of topics in order to be accredited (AOTA, 
2011). Additionally, the literature is replete with proposed additions to occupational therapy 
curricula. To name a few: Maclean, O'May, and Gill (2014) called for greater emphasis on the 
impact of alcohol abuse; Best, Miller, and Routhier (2014) advocated for more instruction on 
manual wheelchair skills; and Smallfield and Anderson (2008) proposed including material on 
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rural issues and agricultural health. Given the value and importance of these topics and many 
others, the decision of what to include in curricula is a difficult one.  
 While some content can and should be incorporated into current programs, adding too 
much can create a cluttered curriculum rendering connections to the occupation unclear and 
best and absent at worst. An overcrowded curriculum may not provide adequate time for 
students to process the material and make connections between classroom content and 
occupation (Hooper, 2010). Students gain in knowledge, but may be lacking in the conceptual 
framework necessary to understand how that knowledge can be uniquely applied in the field of 
occupational therapy.  
 Approaches to addressing this issue. Several scholars have suggested approaches to 
sifting through overcrowded curricula and focusing education on occupation (e.g. Wood et al., 
. Whitefo d a d Wil o k  used the etapho  of so ti g the episte i  up oa d  
a d th o i g out the odd so ks  a d keepi g o l  those that fit ell  p.  to des i e the 
need to scrutinize current material in relation to the philosophical tenets of occupational 
therapy. The first step in creating occupation-centered education is to determine the essential 
material for an entry-level, generalist education. 
 Curricular mapping. If the end goal occupation-centered education curricula is 
determining what should be taught, the first step could be to determine what is currently being 
taught. This is not an easy task. Curriculum mapping has been suggested as a way to ensure 
that desired teaching outcomes are aligning with current subjects being taught (Merritt, Blake, 
McIntyre, & Packer, 2012). This is a ethod of asse li g data a d ep ese ti g spatiall  the 
different components of the curriculum so that the whole picture and the relationships and 
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connections between the parts of the map a e easil  see ,  Ha de , , p. . I  a stud  
by MacNeil and Hand (2014), curriculum mapping was investigated as a method of promoting 
alignment within an occupational therapy program. In their study, they found that their 
curriculum sometimes had too much content making it difficult for students to focus on 
essential content. They also found that curriculum mapping improved the transparency of a 
curriculum and assisted faculty in examining program alignment, pedagogy, and assessment.  
 While curriculum mapping is helpful in addressing overcrowding, it is not by itself 
sufficient to ensure that occupational therapy education is occupation-centered. Curriculum 
mapping is used in several disciplines, and one could engage in this process without the end 
goal of centralizing occupation in a curriculum. With the question of what is being taught 
answered, faculty would still need additional direction for designing courses and implementing 
teaching classes that are occupation-centered. 
 Constructive alignment. In determining how to manage overcrowded curricula, it is 
fruitful to examine what has successfully been done in other disciplines. Many healthcare 
disciplines face overcrowded curricula (Dalley, Candela, & Benzel-Lindley, 2008). Constructive 
alignment is an approach that has been used in nursing to align curricula with core outcomes. In 
o st u ti e alig e t edu atio  ethods, fa ult  egi  ith the uestio : What do e a t 
the stude ts to e a le to do as a esult of lea i g?  Biggs, , ited in Joseph & Juwah, p. 
53). From there, all aspects of the educational process including pedagogy, assessment 
methods, and curriculum development are changed or modified to be aligned with the central 
goal of the program (Joseph & Juwah, 2012). In a study by Joseph and Juwah (2012), 
constructive alignment theory was used to develop an experimental nursing skills curricula. Two 
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groups of nursing students went through an educational program—a control group educated 
using a traditional curriculum and an experimental group educated with a constructivist 
alignment curriculum. The experimental group showed a marked improvement in both 
confidence and performance. 
This study is of particular relevance to occupational therapy education because both 
occupational therapy and nursing are applied health professions that require strong practice 
skills and clinical reasoning (Joseph and Juwah, 2012). Constructive alignment processes could 
provide a possible framework for the process of sifting through courses to determine what 
content is most essential to enable core outcomes. However, constructive alignment is used by 
a  fields, a d the a s e  to the uestio  of What do e a t the stude ts to e a le to do 
as a esult of lea i g?  is p ofessio -specific. What those core outcomes should be in 
occupational therapy is not inherently addressed this process. Faculty members need 
profession-specific direction to ensure that curricula are occupation-centered. The constructive 
alignment process, as with curriculum mapping, is not in itself sufficient to meet this goal. 
 Blueprint model. The Blueprint model was developed as an outline of the essential 
information needed to prepare students for practice (AOTA, 2010). Because this model was 
created for a generalist practice, it is useful in guiding faculty in determining what content is 
indispensable for entry-level practice and what content may not be necessary. Faculty 
members could address overcrowding through ensuring that essential content is adequately 
addressed before adding content that is specialized. 
Unlike curriculum mapping and constructive alignment, the Blueprint Model provides 
some direction towards occupation-centered education because it emphasizes the importance 
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of occupational performance. This model has four sections:  pe so  fa to s,  
e i o e tal fa to s,  o upatio  fa to s, a d  p ofessio al fa to s  p. . B  
stressing the importance of these factors, the model identifies information that is consistent 
with the philosophical tenets of occupational therapy. However, this model is presented in list 
form, which makes it difficult to operationalize in educational practice to make connections 
between concepts. Faculty members need more direction for incorporating these factors into 
curricula. Thus, the Blueprint Model is not sufficient in and of itself, for guiding occupation-
centered educational practices.  
Need for Occupational Therapy-Specific Educational Methods 
 Addressing overcrowded curricula is an important step towards improving occupational 
therapy education. As evidenced above, strategies for aligning curricula or methods for actively 
engaging students are not by themselves sufficient for guiding faculty members in the 
development of occupation-centered educational practices. The central concern for addressing 
overcrowded curricula is what faculty are teaching. However, occupation-centered education 
requires not only a discussion of what is being taught but also how faculty members teach. It is 
not enough for students to know the content of an occupational therapy course; they must be 
able to operationalize their knowledge in profession-specific ways (Esdaile & Roth, 2000). The 
AOTA (2014) has called for the development of occupational therapy-specific educational 
practices. Pulling educational methods from other disciplines without adapting them to 
occupational therapy education may not address the unique needs of the field (Hooper, King, 
Wood, Bilics, & Gupta, 2013).  
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 Approaches to addressing this issue. Several scholars have proposed either adapting 
educational practices for occupational therapy or developing occupational-therapy specific 
educational practices. Examples of adapted educational practices from other fields are 
problem-based learning (Royeen, 1995) and process-oriented guided-inquiry learning (Jaffe, 
Gi so , a d D A i o, . Examples of educational practices developed by occupational 
the apist i lude fa ult  use the apeuti  use of self Hae tl,  a d “ ha e s  
signature pedagogy. In this section I will describe two promising educational models, one 
adapted from other disciplines and one crafted as an occupational therapy-specific approach.  
 Process-oriented guided-inquiry learning. Many scholars have promoted active and 
constructivist learning techniques as a way of helping occupational therapy students become 
independent and creative in practice. For example, in a qualitative study, Jaffe, Gibson, and 
D A i o 15) explored process-oriented guided-inquiry learning (POGIL) as an ideal method 
for occupational therapy education. POGIL is method for balancing active student engagement 
in the classroom and faculty member facilitation for encouraging the development of critical 
thinking skills. Learning takes places in three stages: exploring new ideas and comparing these 
ideas with previously learned knowledge, engaging in knowledge discovery and concept 
invention through course materials and guided questions, and applying knowledge to relevant 
situatio s. I  the stud  of Jaffee, Gi so , a d D A i o , the POGIL as implemented in a 
semester long course on evidence based practice. Student responses were evaluated each year 
and, over the course of four years, faculty modified the course and adapted the POGIL method. 




 This method, like other active learning methods, has the potential to encourage 
students to be self-directed and collaborative learners. Because occupational therapy must 
both make independent treatment decisions and collaborate with other professionals, the 
POGIL may be a good fit for preparing occupational therapy practitioners. However, while the 
authors claimed that this technique made the class more occupation-focused, no details were 
provided on how this might be the case. In fact, teaching and learning occupation were only 
mentioned in one sentence. The assumption that POGIL, when adapted for occupational 
therapy education, will be occupation-focused is without support. Faculty members need more 
direction when learning techniques like the POGIL to ensure that classroom discussion and 
curricula are occupation-centered.   
 Signature pedagogy. Unlike process-oriented guided-inquiry learning, some scholars 
such as Schaber (2014) have developed a pedagogical approach specifically for occupational 
therapy. In a keynote address about occupational therapy education, she asked the question 
Ho  does o e t a sfe  the elief that e gage e t i  o upatio  heals a d t a sfo s?  “ . 
She responded to that question by calling for the identification of an occupational therapy 
"sig atu e pedagog  “ . “ ha e s ide tified pedagog  is o p ised of th ee ele e ts: 
‘elatio al lea i g, affe ti e lea i g, a d highl  o te tualized, a ti e e gage e t  “ . 
Relational learning involves faculty members modeling through their relationships with 
students the empathy and critical reasoning skills needed to be an occupational therapist. 
Schaber describes affective learning as a process of transformation and change. Hooper (2008) 
des i es this p o ess as ide tit  fo atio , hi h i ol es helpi g stude ts fo  the 
character, dispositions, beliefs, values, ways of knowing, and ways of seeing that are 
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ha a te isti  of thei  hose  p ofessio  as ited i  “ ha e , , “ . For occupational 
the apists, this a  of seei g ho o s ho  ea h pe so  has a self-defi i g, u i ue o upatio  
“ . The fi al ele e t of “ ha e s sig atu e pedagog  is highl  o te tualized, a ti e 
engagement wherein students learn by engaging in concrete steps of the occupational therapy 
practice.  
 “ ha e s  sig atu e pedagog  sho s g eat p o ise fo  o upatio al the ap  
education. Relational learning, affective learning, and highly contextualized, active engagement 
have the potential to help students develop the skills and perspectives that are important in 
practice and are potential steps towards occupation-centered education. However, discussion 
about how to connect course content to occupation is not explained. A faculty member could 
potentiall  e gage i  the te h i ues of “ ha e s sig atu e pedagog  ithout aki g the 
connection between course content and occupation. There is still a need for additional 
direction to ensure that education is occupation-centered.  
Unclear Connections to Occupation in Teaching 
 Much of the research described previously provides useful knowledge for developing 
occupational therapy education. Unfortunately, the concept of occupational therapy-specific 
educational practice and occupation-centered education do not equate. Although occupation is 
discussed in educational programs, the link between course material and occupation is often 
implicit but not explicit (Hooper, 2010; Hooper et al., 2015). This may occur because definitions 
of occupation-centered education are often vague. As Hooper (2015) pointed out in a peer-
e ie ed p ese tatio , No theo  e ists that ela o ates the phe o e o  a d d a i s of 
occupation- e te ed edu atio  slide . Whe  fa ed ith the de isio  of ho  to tie 
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classroom topics to occupation, many faculty members use personal discretion for how to make 
connections. This can lead to connections being made haphazardly or inconsistently (Hooper, 
Greene, & Sample, 2014). 
 The issue of implicit but not explicit links is compounded because faculty sometimes 
misconstrue their educational practices to be occupation-centered. In a grounded theory study 
 Hoope  et al.  the esea he s fou d a dispa it  et ee  fa ult  e e s  pe ei ed 
connection to occupation in teaching and actual practice. Faculty members reported believing 
that they made explicit connections to occupation in curricula and teaching. However, artifact 
data suggested that the concept of occupation was often taken for granted and not explicitly 
linked to classroom content. This study suggested a need exists for educators to have guidance 
on how to explicitly and carefully connect topics, learning materials, and learning processes to 
occupation. 
 Approaches to addressing this issue. One option that has been explored for guiding 
faculty members in occupation-centered education is an educational model that defines and 
organizes the central principles of the profession (Mitcham, 2014). For occupational therapy, a 
model is needed to organize course content and develop a profession-specific approach to 
teaching (Hooper 2010; Hooper, King, Wood, Bilics, & Gupta, 2013).  
Program-specific models. While there are some models that have been developed, they 
have been largely program-specific. For example, Wood, Nielson, Humphry, Coppola, Baranek, 
and Rourk (2000) undertook a three-year project to develop an integrated occupational therapy 
education program. Through collaboration and reflective educational practices, they defined 
se e  the es of a ade i  de elop e t: a  o upatio ,  the human as an occupational 
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being, (c) occupation as a medium of change, (d) clinical reasoning, (e) ethical reasoning, (f) 
investigative reasoning, and (g) occupational therapists as scholars and change agents in 
systems," (p. 586). This occupation-centered program is one example of theory building 
research that is location and program specific. There is a need to expand the research done in 
program-specific settings to a model that can be applied to multiple programs for the 
development of occupation-centered educational practices. Many strategies created for 
explicitly linking course content to occupation have been incorporated into the Subject-
Centered Integrative Learning model, which I will describe in depth in the next section.  
Subject-Centered Integrative Learning Model for Occupational Therapy 
 One model that has been proposed to structure occupation-centered education is the 
Subject-Centered Integrative Learning Model for occupational therapy (SCIL-OT). The SCIL-OT 
has been developed over several years as a tool for helping faculty members place occupation 
at the center of teaching (Hooper 2006a; Hooper 2006b; Hooper, 2010; Hooper et al., 2014). 
The SCIL-OT builds on subject-centered educational theory proposed by Palmer (1998) and 
expanded and applied to occupational therapy by Hooper (2006a). Elements of the SCIL include 
the core subject, topics, knowledge community, and the links.  
 The SCIL-OT is meant to have an organizing influence on the links among occupation, 
topics, and the knowledge community. By incorporating the model when developing curricula, 
there is less risk that topics will be untethered from the occupation (Hooper, 2010). Application 
of the model occurs through faculty creating curricula, learning activities, and assignments that 
help students explicitly make the connection between topics and occupation. In this process, 
students are responsible for active engagement wherein they contribute to the co-discovery of 
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Figure 1. The model of Subject Centered Integrative Learning for Occupational Therapy 
(SCIL-OT). Hooper, 2015. 
knowledge and application of the information to their understanding of and experience with 
occupation. The core subject acts as an organizing factor for connecting topics to the 
profession-specific perspective of occupational therapy.  
 In this section, I will first provide a brief overview of the elements of the SCIL-OT. Next I 
will expand on the meaning and relevance of each element. I will then discuss how these 
elements interact to promote learning. I will then describe the importance of integrative 
learning in the model. Finally, I will provide examples of how using the SCIL-OT can promote 




Core Subject and Topics  
 In subject-centered education, the core subject of a field is the primary concern of 
learning and teaching. For occupational therapy education, the core subject is occupation. 
Topics are related content that is addressed in curricula but are not occupation. Examples of 
topics in occupational therapy are neuroscience, splinting, developmental psychology, assistive 
technology, assessment, or biomechanics. These topics relate to occupation, but they are not 
exclusive to occupational therapy. Topics are unified by the core subject of occupation, and 
knowledge of this core subject is necessary for understanding the distinct nature of that field 
and the application of topics to occupational therapy practice (Hooper et. al, 2014). 
Knowledge Community 
 In the SCIL-OT, the knowledge community members are students, faculty, clients, 
fieldwork educators, scholars, and individuals from other fields. Members of the knowledge 
community interact with one another, occupation, and topics in the process of learning with 
the aim of growing knowledge about and understanding of occupation.  
Links 
 Links are the connections between elements of the model.  Links between elements of 
the SCIL-OT are not automatic, and connections are made through the intentional use of linking 
strategies by the instructor to tie together these elements. The tenuous link between 
occupation and topics highlights how explicit connections of classroom topics to core subject is 
necessary for occupation-centered education (Hooper et al., 2014). In a theoretical piece, 
Mitcham (2014) suggested that occupation-centered concepts need to be woven into the 
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u i ulu . “he e o e ded that stude ts e e ou aged to thi k a d li k  dispa ate topics 
to occupation as core (p. 642).  
Integrative Learning 
 The SCIL-OT incorporates principles of integrative learning to emphasize the dynamic 
way of knowing needed to understand occupation. Hooper (2007) highlighted how teachers can 
a ui e the disto ted assu ptio  is that hea i g a out so ethi g is the sa e as k o i g it  
p. . If o upatio , as Pie e  suggested, is i  fa t a spe ifi  i di idual s pe so all  
o st u ted, o epeata le e pe ie e  p. , the  stude ts ust seek to u derstand their 
own occupations in order to understand the occupations of others. When faculty members and 
students, members of the knowledge community, are linked through integrative learning, each 
member provides his or her unique insight (Hooper, 2010). This supports an epistemological 
standpoint of co-created knowledge wherein students actively and personally engage with 
content (Hooper, 2007, p. 207; Hooper, 2010). In occupation-centered integrative learning, the 
responsibility for links between topics and occupation is shared. 
Need and Significance of the Proposed Study 
 Scholars have called for education to be occupation-centered, but there is little concrete 
guidance for faculty members about how to achieve this goal. The Subject-Centered Integrated 
Learning model for occupational therapy can provide that guidance.  
 It is important in educational theory be evidence based (AOTA, 2014). Therefore, it is 
not sufficient for the SCIL-OT to only be philosophically consistent with occupational therapy 
philosophy. While the model has been in development for many years and has been evaluated 
and discussed, it has not been systematically studied. Hooper (2015) described the need for 
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what Lynham (2002) calls confirmation and disconfirmation studies. This type of research would 
spe ifi all  e aluates the odel s ele e ts a d t a sa tio s  Hoope , , slide . In this 
study, the SCIL-OT was applied by faculty members to their current educational practices.  
 Primary research questions were: 1) How are the concepts and principles of SCIL-OT 
reflected in academic education? 2) How do academic educators experience the concepts and 
transactions of SCIL-OT? 3) What are the limits of SCIL-OT, and what recommendations do 
academic educators have for its refinement? and 4) How does the model guide academic 
educators in designing and implementing learning experiences?
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS 
 
Study Design 
 This basic qualitative theory building study was done to evaluate the utility of the 
Subject-Centered Integrative Learning model for occupational therapy (SCIL-OT) for academic 
educators in the development of occupation-centered educational practices. A basic qualitative 
approach was chosen in order to provide a flexible framework in which we could explain an 
experience or occu e e i  te s of a o eptual, philosophi al, o  othe  highl  a st a t 
f a e o k o  s ste  “a delo ski, , p. . This app oa h is app op iate fo  this stud , 
e ause e sought to a al ze edu ato s  e pe ie es ith “CIL-OT to find recurring patterns or 
themes. Caelli, Ray, and Mill (2003) explain that basic qualitative research aims to identify 
patte s to fu the  deli eate the theo eti al f a e  p. .  
Theory Building 
 L ha   des i ed theo  uildi g as the o goi g p o ess of p odu ing, 
o fi i g, appl i g a d adapti g theo  p. . Th ough atte tio  to t ust o thi ess a d 
continual refinement, a theory developed using theory building research is likely to be kept 
current and will offer more relevance and utility in practice (Lynham, 2002). Theory building 
esea h assists i  ad a i g a field as the pu pose is to ake e pla atio s a d u de sta di g 
of how the world is and works explicit and, by so doing, to make transferable, informed 
knowledge for improved understanding and actio  i  the o ld ta it athe  tha  i pli it  
(Lynham, 2002, p. 223).  
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 Lynham (2002) divides theory building into five distinct phases of theorizing to practice: 
conceptual development, operationalization, confirmation/disconfirmation, application, and 
ongoing refinement and development. The SCIL-OT has been evaluated in the conceptual 
development and operationalization stages (Hooper, 2015). Because empirical findings were 
needed to further develop the model, this study was designed to be a 
confirmation/disconfirmation study while also elaborating on and exploring the actions and 
transactions of the elements of the model (Hooper, 2015). The confirmation/disconfirmation 
phase of theo  uildi g esea h is ea t to pu posefull  i fo  a d i te tio all  o firm or 
dis o fi  asi  te ets of a theo  o  odel and is an example of the practice component of 
theory development (Lynham, 2002, p. 233). As the study progressed, we found there to be 
significant overlap in our methods with the application phase of theory building, because 
educators were applying the model in their classrooms. This was not problematic because 
Lynham (2002) presented the phases of theory development as having overlapping elements.  
Sampling and Participants 
 We used purposive sampling to e uit the ost i fo ati e people possi le to 
illu i ate the topi  of i te est  Kielhof e , , p. . Pa ti ipa ts e e sele ted ased o  
interest in occupation-centered education and willingness to contribute to the refinement of 
the SCIL-OT. These participants were invited from a roster of graduate-level educators 
attending the Center for Occupational Therapy Education (COTE) Teaching and Learning 
Institute in June 2015 (see Appendix A). One aim of the Institute is to help faculty members 
teach thei  stude ts a out the power of occupation to ha ge li es  
(http://www.cote.chhs.colostate.edu/institute.aspx). I concluded from this that educators who 
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attended this conference had an interest in incorporating and centralizing occupation in their 
curricula.  
 All attendees of the Institute were invited to join the study, and seven agreed to 
participate. Of the seven that participated, all were full time faculty members. Years of 
experience as educators ranged from one year to twenty-two, for a total of sixty-eight years of 
teaching experience (see Table 1). Participants were from several areas of the United States 
and all taught at different universities. Educators reported teaching Occupational Analysis, 
Pediatrics, Neuro-rehabilitation, Models of OT Practice, Introduction to Occupational therapy, 
Pediatric and Adolescent Practice, and Mental Health. 
Table 1: Professional Experience of Participants  
 Sandra Harmony Monica Audrey Cathy Maureen Amy 
Level of 
students 
OT Masters OT 
Masters 










17 1 3 11 4 22 10 
 
Data Collection 
 Educators participated in two thirty to sixty minute individual or group interviews. The 
first interviews occurred prior to participants attending the COTE Institute. The final interview 
happened three to six months after being taught the SCIL-OT.  
First Phase 
 I  the fi st i te ie , the esea he s asked uestio s a out pa ti ipa ts  u e t 
occupational therapy education practices (see Appendix B). The researchers used open-ended 
and follow-up uestio s to e plo e ea h g oup s satisf i g a d dissatisf i g tea hi g 
experiences.  This interview was done to gather initial impressions about what educators most 
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valued. Analysis at this stage included frequency counts of the elements of the model most 
commonly discussed.  
Second Phase 
 In the second phase of data collection, the researchers presented the SCIL-OT to 
participants at the COTE Institute. Researchers facilitated a mentored discussion on how the 
model might be applied to practice. This interview was not recorded. 
Third Phase 
 Participants then applied the SCIL-OT to their educational practice for three to six 
months. The researchers then posed i te ie  uestio s that e plo ed the pa ti ipa ts  
experience of usi g the odel. Guided dis ussio s e plo ed the odel s o g ue e o  la k of 
o g ue e ith the pa ti ipa ts  edu atio al p a ti es. Pa ti ipa ts the  e aluated the odel 
and suggested changes.  
 Initially, the final interviews were planned to occur in group format. However, after the 
first group interview, it became apparent individual interviews would allow participants to 
share their experience in greater detail. The next interviews were held individually. Table 2 
identifies whether educators were interviewed individually or in groups.  
Table 2: Format of Interviews 
Participant Sandra Harmony Monica Audrey Cathy Maureen Amy 
Initial 
Interview 
Group Group Group Group Group Group Group 
Final 
Interview 
Individual Individual Group Group Individual Group Group 
 
Data analysis 
 Data were analyzed to explore how the model influenced occupational therapy 
education for the participants to address the following research questions: 1) How are the 
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concepts and principles of SCIL-OT reflected in academic education? 2) How do academic 
educators experience the concepts and transactions of SCIL-OT? 3) What are the limits of SCIL-
OT, and what recommendations do academic educators have for its refinement? and 4) How 
does the model guide academic educators in designing and implementing learning experiences?  
 The audio from the first and third interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed 
verbatim using a professional transcription service and was uploaded to a secure server to 
which only the researchers have password access. Transcripts were analyzed between each 
interview session to explore information gained thus far and to inform subsequent interviews. 
This process was supported by a qualitative analysis software package.  
 Transcripts were read line by line, labeling important statements, segments, and text 
fragments of relevance to the research questions. Coding was done in an inductive and 
deductive manner wherein an initial use of codes based on the model was used and then 
modified as appropriate. The process is consistent with common qualitative analysis process of 
open, axial, and selective coding outlined by Creswell (2013). I then synthesized codes and 
interpreted initial findings into themes.  
Deductive Coding 
 The deductive process utilized an initial set of codes based off the elements and 
interactions of the SCIL-OT, and each code had a distinct definition (see Table 3). To develop the 
codebook, each research member read through sample data and codes were applied until there 
was consistency among the group. In the process of applying the codes, the text from 





 The inductive coding process was used to elaborate on any actions or transactions not 
being adequately highlighted by the initial codes. This helped the researchers more clearly 
define and describe the elements of the model along with the experiences and perspectives of 
the participants (Table 3). See Appendix D for a full list of codes and definitions.  
Table 3: Codes, modifiers, and sub-codes from the data analysis process 
Code Modifier Sub-code 
Subject 
 Implicit 










 Mismatched expectations 




 Learner-KC community 
 Seeking community 
members as resources 
Learner 
 Positive behavior 
 Negative behavior 
 Age-development state 




 Expectations of student 
 Perception of student 
expectations 
 Perceptions of self 
 Perceptions of educator role 
 Road-block to engagement  
Links 
 Topic – Knowledge 
Community 








Confirmation and Disconfirmation 
 The purpose of the study was to confirm the overall model, the elements of the model, 
and the transactions between these elements. Confirmation was determined in multiple ways. 
Of primary emphasis was whether the model was useful for academic educators and was 
applicable to their practice. Additionally, confirmation was found or not found based on the 
p e ale e of the ele e ts of the odel i  pa ti ipa t s studies, as ell as the su jective value 
participants ascribed to these elements.  
Trustworthiness 
 A combination of peer debriefing, member checking, and reflection were used to ensure 
rigor of this study (Kielhofner, 2006; Creswell, 2013; Caelli, Ray, & Mill, 2003). Kielhofner 
explai ed pee  de iefi g as ultiple i estigato s si ulta eousl  ut i depe de tl  e gagi g 
i  the a al ti  p o ess  p. . Alo gside this esea h, t o additio al studies e e e plo i g 
the experiences of fieldwork educators and academic educators when using the SCIL-OT in their 
teaching interactions. Peer debriefing occurred weekly when student researchers from each 
study came together to ensure methodology was consistent among the three projects. This was 
most emphasized when developing the initial codes for the data analysis process. To ensure the 
initial codes were being applied consistently, all three student researchers read sample data 
and codes were applied until there was consensus. 
 Throughout the interview sessions, the researchers reflected upon what had been said 
to ensure the information was accurately understood, which was a form of member checking 
(Creswell, 2013). This took place to ensure participant feedback was taken and applied in a way 
Context 
 Practice Setting 
 Point in Program n/a 
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that corresponded with the true nature of their recommendations. I maintained a research 































CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS 
 
 Findings from this study strongly confirmed the usefulness of the SCIL-OT for academic 
educators. In the initial interview, educators reported strongly valuing the knowledge 
community, especially the student-faculty relationship. This was interpreted to be confirming of 
the knowledge community element. After learning the model, educators reported valuing 
subject and the relationship between knowledge community, topic, and subject, which was 
interpreted to be confirming of all elements of the model and the relationships between these 
elements.  
 The utility and applicability of the model was determined to be confirmed when 
educators reported concrete examples of using the model to develop or modify assignments to 
emphasize occupation. Participants also reported some limitations of the model and 
recommendations for revision, but all reported overall satisfaction with the utility of the model.   
 In this section, will first explain how the codes for elements of the model were applied 
to the data. I will then describe themes from initial interviews and later interviews and how 
edu ato s  des iptio  of meaning in the initial and final interviews were seen as confirming the 
SCIL-OT. Next, I will outline the ways educators used the SCIL-OT to create occupation-centered 
lea i g e pe ie es a d the a tio s a d t a sa tio s of the odel s ele e ts. Fi all , I will 
discuss the challenges and limitations of the model reported by participants, as well as 
recommendations for change.  
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Coding Elements of the Model 
Subject 
 The core subject in the SCIL-OT model refers to the central concern of the profession, in 
this ase, o upatio . “tate e ts i  t a s ipts e e oded as su je t  he  edu ato s 
referenced occupation. The code, subject, was divided into sub-codes: explicit, when the actual 
o d o upatio  as used, a d i pli it, he  o upatio  as i plied ut the word 
occupation was not directly used. For example, because the following quote addresses 
occupation directly, it was coded Subject-Explicit:  
We just eall  shifted it a d said let s fo us o  that o upatio , fo us o  the p o ess of it.  
There is a p o edu e, es, that ou ha e to do ut do t o , do t st ess a out the 
procedure so much, about that component but focus on the process and how it impacts 
their occupational performance.  
In contrast, when an educator reported discussing how being in a wheelchair affects how 
lie ts d ess fo  i te  this as oded as a  i pli it efe e e to su je t, e ause d essi g is 
considered an occupation in occupational therapy.  
Topics 
 Topics in the SCIL-OT refer to matters covered in class that are related to the core 
subject but not profession or practice setting specific. Data were oded as topi  he  
educators talked about teaching a content area that may have been related to, but not clearly 
identifiable as occupation. Participants discussed a wide range of topics (Table 10). including 




Table 1: Examples of text coded as topics 
Manual muscle testing Therapeutic Use of Self Pediatrics Grant writing 
Gerontology Group dynamics Acute care Cardiac surgery 
Qualitative research Medical conditions Neuroscience Splinting 
Topi s e e u i e sall  ep ese ted i  pa ti ipa ts  sto ies i  a s o siste t ith thei  
representation in SCIL-OT; a finding that was interpreted as confirming the topics element of 
the model. 
Knowledge Community 
 The knowledge community in the SCIL-OT model refers to individuals or groups who 
contribute knowledge about the core subject, whether generally as in researchers who study it 
or specificall  as i  o upatio  i  a lie t s life. The k o ledge o u it  a  i lude stude ts, 
faculty, clients, authors from occupational therapy or other fields, and others. Authors are 
present in the knowledge community through media like articles in scholarly journals or online 
ideos. The k o ledge o u it  as p e ale t i  all pa ti ipa ts  sto ies, hi h I i te p eted 
as confirming of the knowledge community element of the model. The knowledge community 
code was used for statements where educators referred to relationships or actions between 
individuals or groups, such as the educator and students. Initially, sub-codes e e fa ult ,  
stude ts,  a d oade  k o ledge o u it .  
 As the interactions between members of the knowledge community were not being 
full  aptu ed  o l  usi g a stude t,  fa ult ,  a d k o ledge o u it  odes, I 
developed sub-codes that elaborated on the dynamics of the relationships between members 
of the knowledge community, including actions and transactions and meaning and priority (see 
Appendix D). For example, when educators expressed dissatisfaction with learner performance 
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or outcomes, this text was coded under the parent code knowledge community as 
f ust atio .  “atisfa tio  ith stude t pe fo a e a d e gage e t as coded as 
g atifi atio .  These su -codes helped tease apart the dynamics inherent in the faculty-
student relationship. By developing a list of sub-codes, I was able to analyze in-depth how 
interactions between members of the knowledge community occurred.  
Links 
 Links in the SCIL-OT refer to intentional connections between elements of the model. 
This term was coded broadly when educators referred to any interaction between: subject, 
topic, and knowledge community. For example, instructional processes aimed to create links 
between knowledge community members, between knowledge community members and topic 
or subject, or to teach students the relationship between subject to topic. When participants 
discussed their educational strategies, this text was coded as i st u tio al p ofesses  efe i g 
to formal and informal educational approaches, including assessment of learning and 
assessment of perceived learning.  
Themes Related to Meaning 
 In a discussion of meaning within the field of occupational therapy Eakman (2015) 
stated, ea i gful has ofte  efle ted alued, pe so all  ele a t, a d su je ti el  positi e 
e pe ie es asso iated ith a ti it  o  o upatio  . I interpreted data where educators 
discussed what they valued, found relevant and positive about teaching through the lens of 
Eak a s  f a e o k, as indicating what participants found meaningful in teaching as 
evidence of confirming of the model. Initial stories focused overwhelmingly on knowledge 
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community interactions, especially the student-faculty relationship. This confirmed the 
importance of the knowledge community element.  
 Despite frequently referencing knowledge community relationships, participants did not 
reference all elements of the model in the initial interview. Occupation, the subject of 
occupational therapy, was only mentioned  by two of the seven participants. As emphasizing 
occupation in education has been established as a priority in the field, the limited references to 
occupation were interpreted to be confirming of the need for the model (Yerxa, 1998).   
Knowledge Community Connections are Essential for Meaningful Teaching 
 In the initial interview, educators were primarily focused on knowledge community 
relationships. Educators expressed that meaningful and satisfying experiences in teaching 
resulted from the connectedness of student-faculty relationship. Valued and subjectively 
positive experiences related to the quality of student engagement, co-authorship, and co-
learning..  
 Student engagement. In early interviews, educator satisfaction with teaching hinged on 
the degree to which students were engaged or disengaged in the classroom. Disengagement 
took several forms. Audrey des i ed stude ts ha i g glazed o e  e es  a d looki g at thei  
cellphones. Similarly, Monica described a frustrating experience in which she asked the 
stude ts to s thesize ate ial a d the stude ts  had o espo se: It s just la k. I ha e a 
la k sta e.  I  oth these ases, edu ato s fou d stude ts la k of e gage e t dissatisf i g. 
 Lack of engagement also occurred through students expecting to be spoon fed answers.  
One educator described how students sometimes wanted to be given the right answer without 
having to form their own opinions. She stated, The stude ts ill so eti es o e a k and say 
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that ou' e ot doi g ou  jo , o  ou' e supposed to e telli g e ho  to thi k.  I  doi g so, 
students were being unwilling to offer reciprocity in the classroom and still expected 
information to come through transmission from an expert. In this case, members of the 
knowledge community (students) were refusing to contribute knowledge about the core 
subject or topics, and this damaged the knowledge community relationship between students 
and educator.  
 Positive examples of engagement include students being passionate about the material. 
“peaki g of that passio , “all  stated des i ed stude t eha io s: The e ele t i . The e 
e ited a out it.  Be ause she e pe ie ed the stude ts  e gage e t as a su je ti el  positi e 
experience, student engagement was interpreted to be meaningful. Another educator 
des i ed e gage e t as ausi g the stude ts a d edu ato  to feel o e ted  to o e 
another. The quality of connection to members of the knowledge community was important to 
her.  
 Shared authority and co-learning. Most effective and satisfying knowledge community 
elatio ships e e ade th ough hat o e edu ato  alled sha ed autho it .   “ha ed 
autho it  has ee  defi ed  Ndeju u  as solida it , deep liste i g, a d sha i g ea h 
other's load  p. . I  the o te t of edu atio , this t a slates i to sha ed goals, e patheti  
relationships, and mutual responsibility for learning. In this study, shared authority was often 
accomplished through explicit communication about expectations. One educator stated, I t  
to ake it eall  e pli it i  te s of this is hat  o t i utio  is a d this is also ou  
e pe ted o t i utio .  A d the fa t that the e ade those o t i utio s a d helped ide tif  
the p io ities eall  see s to e e gize the .  In clarifying expectations, this educator was also 
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communicating to students how much she values their contributions. Clarifying expectations, 
then, functioned to strengthen the relationship and reciprocity of the student-faculty 
relationship within the knowledge community.  
 Many participants found that shared authority helped them not feel as if they had to 
i ha it the e pe t ole. As o e edu ato  put it, The e's o a  I'  goi g to k o  e e thi g o  
have had experience with every single topic that I need to tea h ithi  the p og a .  I  lea i g 
behind the expert role, participants reported becoming co-learners with the students. One 
educator stated, “o the e a e a eas, a d I'  o e o fo ta le o  ith sa i g, ou k o  
what, that's not my area but I understand we need to talk about it. What are you going to do in 
that situatio ?  By leaving the expert role, both participants were able to actively become co-
learners with students. Because shared authority helped educators facilitate improved 
understanding of knowledge community relationships, I interpreted this concept to be 
personally relevant, and thus meaningful to participants.   
 Being a co-learner required educators to trust that students were going to be active 
learners. As one participant shared having told her students, I t ust that ou a e goi g to e a 
strong co-lea e  a d  doi g that I  ot a di ati g  espo si ilit  as a  edu ato .  “o e 
participants reported that students were supportive of this framework. One participant shared, 
It as getti g feed a k f o  stude ts that led e to ealize, ou k o  hat, I do t ha e to 
e the pe so  ho has it all. I'  ot goi g to e the e ith the  al a s.  B  t usti g the 
students to contribute their knowledge in the classroom, this educator was able to engage in 
learning alongside the students.  Further, she valued the students learning to think 
independently and found their contributions to be meaningful.  
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 Subject and topic largely omitted. Although educators focused heavily on the 
knowledge community element, subject was infrequently referenced. One educator described 
feeli g satisfied e ause she as a le to, tea h the o te t elated to o upatio .  A othe  
edu ato  e tio ed a la  statio  o  uppe  e t e it  d essi g ith ste al p e autio s.  
There were no other references to occupation in the initial interview, which was interpreted as 
confirming of the need of the model.  
 Summary. In early interviews expressed caring deeply about the quality of connection 
between themselves and students. Because occupation was mentioned infrequently, it is 
reasonable to assume that the concepts and experiences educators found most meaningful 
were related more to the SCIL-OT s ele e t, k o ledge o u it , tha  to the ele e ts 
subject or topic. 
Centralizing Subject Helps Educators Connect to Personal and Professional Values 
 While subject was infrequently mentioned in early interviews, educators strongly 
emphasized this element in the final educators. This increased prevalence was interpreted to 
be confirming of the element subject in the model. Multiple educators reported that, not only 
was the SCIL-OT useful for developing occupation-centered learning experiences, and their 
experiences of using the model to focus on occupation was a source of meaning for their 
teaching. Centralizing occupation was found to be meaningful in this study because educators 
reported positive subjective experiences when using the model, the model connected them to 
their values, supported their goals in teaching, and was useful for accomplishing teaching goals. 
This meaning occurred through greater connection to occupation and a strengthened 
connection with students.  Because the subject element of the model and the relationship 
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between subject and knowledge community and subject and topic were valued, the elements 
of the model and their relationships were confirmed.  
 Positive subjective experience. Several educators described positive subjective 
experiences using the model. Monica epo ted, It has made such a difference, and I have loved 
it!  “he des i ed the aha OT o e t  that o u ed fo  he  he  she ealized that o e of 
her assignments was not occupation-centered and made changes based on that realization. By 
connecting her teaching to occupation, she reported experiencing enhanced meaning in her 
educational practices.  
 Connection to personal values. Interestingly, some educators spoke about how using 
the model helped them align their teaching with their personal values. Sandra recounted how 
she found the model to be useful, It let me talk about my true love, and that was the 
o upatio al o ld that e' e i  a d it let e o e at it f o  a o e e e geti  a .  “he 
discussed the personal meaning she associated with occupation and expressed excitement 
about teaching this concept in class.  
 Clarification of the educator role. Another educator discussed how using the model 
helped her clarify her understanding of her role as an occupational therapy educator. Harmony 
stated that the SCIL-OT eall  helped situate  u de sta di g of not just the profession but 
ho  e a e supposed to tea h the p ofessio .  I  this ase, usi g the odel helped Harmony 
build on her professional identity as an educator, and was useful and meaningful for 
accomplishing the goals of this educator. This was interpreted to be confirming of the utility 
and applicability of the model for educators.   
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Knowledge Community Relationships Important Despite Subject Focus 
 As in earlier interviews, educators continued to report valuing shared authority and 
trust in the student-faculty relationship. Many saw it as essential in occupation-centered 
learning. Many assignments that were meant to focus on occupation also involved connecting 
knowledge community members to one another. One educator described an occupation-
centered framework for an assignment in which she supervised the student-client interactions. 
O e of the lie ts had i itiall  ee  sa asti  a d u oope ati e. Whe  this edu ato  
e ou aged the stude ts to fo us o  the lie t s o upatio , thei  elatio ship with the client 
i p o ed. The edu ato  stated, [The lie t] efused to lea e the last da , a d I thi k it as 
really because we made [the students] shift their focus on that occupation. And we helped 
facilitate the students thinking about what is most mea i gful a d pu poseful to he .  This 
educator felt that when the students emphasized occupation, they were able to connect to the 
lie t s goals a d p io ities, hi h st e gthe ed the k o ledge o u it  elatio ship.  This 
was interpreted as confirming the knowledge community-subject link.  
Summary 
 In early interviews, educators described meaning as primarily arising from the nature of 
the student-faculty relationship. This confirmed the importance of the knowledge community. 
After learning the SCIL-OT, educators described meaning primarily related to teaching 
occupation, while knowledge community connections were valued but secondary. This was 
interpreted to be confirming of the SCIL-OT element subject and the transactions between 
elements of the model.  
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Use of the SCIL-OT to Design Occupation-centered Learning 
 Educators reported finding the model useful for creating and implementing occupation-
centered learning experiences in their classroom. Educators altered classroom discussion, 
created or modified written assignments and practical examinations, and reorganized curricula 
to focus learning more explicitly on occupation. The utility of the model was interpreted to be 
strongly confirming of the SCIL-OT. In this section, I will detail a few examples of edu ato s  
modifications of teaching to be more occupation-centered. First I will describe how an educator 
structured classroom discussion in a way that she felt was occupation-centered by exploring the 
occupations of individuals. Next, I will describe a case study wherein the students were asked to 
develop an empathetic relationship with a family in order to understand the importance of 
occupation.  Finally, I will describe how an educator redesigned a practical examination so that 
students made the connection between a topic and occupation.  
Classroom Discussion 
 Several educators described modifying or structuring classroom discussion based on the 
model to more emphasize occupation in teaching. Harmony described bringing in a picture of 
the SCIL-OT and teaching it to her class at the beginning of the semester for a Theory and 
Foundations course. She then returned to the SCIL-OT throughout the course. Harmony 
epo ted that se e al stude ts stated i  ou se e aluatio s that “eei g that isual odel 
helped them, again, identify as an early OT professional and to sort of situate their learning and 
thei  thi ki g a out thi gs.  Fo  stude ts ho had ot e pe ted o upatio  to e the e te  of 
occupational therapy, the model served as a discussion aide for the scope of practice and goals 
of the practice.   
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 After teaching the students the SCIL-OT early in the course, Harmony then started each 
lass ith a pe so  of the da .  This p o ided stude ts ith a o te t fo  u de sta di g a d 
applying the topics of the day by tethering them to the individual. 
E e  da , e had a pe so  that e ould go a k to a d the  e ould elate the  
topi  a k to the pe so . A d so I do t k o  if that's su je t e te ed, ut at least that 
class was sort of person centered, and then it was an easier, I think, transition if you're 
thi ki g a out the pe so  to idge ith a  o upatio .  
Harmony described how she would draw the model on the white board and have students 
identify what topics they had learned in her class and other classes like cranial nerves, anatomy, 
or theory. They would then connect these topics to the occupations of the person of the day.  
 Elements of the SCIL-OT. in Harmony s sto ies, k o ledge o u it  e e s e e 
students, the educator, and the individual(s) the pe so  of the da  as ased o . Harmony 
links the students and a member of the broader knowledge community by introducing the 
person of the day. Through the person of the day, she created a strong link from that member 
of the knowledge community and occupation by identifying the occupations of importance to 
the pe so .  “he su se ue tl  eated li ks et ee  lea i g topi s to a  o upatio . “he felt 
that discussing occupation in a generalized way without connecting it to a person made it 
difficult for students to understand the importance of occupation.  
 When Harmony integrated topics taught from different classes into a discussion of the 
pe so  of the da s o upatio , she highlighted ho  topi s a  help la if  a d deepe  
stude ts  u de sta di g of occupation. For example, learning about cranial nerves could help 
students understand the occupational challenges of an individual with a traumatic brain injury. 
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Based on her story, linking topics to occupation within the context of a member of the 
knowledge community supports a deeper understanding of occupation.  
Case Study 
 Sandra described modifying a case study to focus more explicitly on occupation. She had 
ee  tea hi g a lass o  O upatio al A al sis that felt s atte ed a d a at h-all  fo  ate ial 
that did not fit in other classes. Sandra stated that learning the SCIL-OT hit at a  ideal ti e 
e ause I as looki g fo  this u if i g the e.  Afte  lea i g the odel, Sandra now uses a 
multi-step, multi-day case study that uses a personal way of knowing to connect to the 
occupations of clients. One of the case studies involved an older couple with three adult 
hild e  he e the hus a d has e e tl  ee  diag osed ith Pa ki so s Disease. Be ause the 
husband is experiencing increasing physical and cognitive decline, the parents are in the 
process of making long-term plans. After reading the case study, the students are asked to 
ite a lette  f o  the pa e t s pe spe ti e to i fo  the hild e  that the  a e selli g thei  
childhood home. The students are then given several contextual pieces of information that the 
mother in the case study has: newspaper clippings about selling your home, an internet article 
a out u i g Pa ki so s, a d a  e-mail from one of the daughters complaining about her 
sister. The students are asked to evaluate this information and discuss how this may be 
affe ti g the othe s de isio s. “tude ts go i to the o u it  a d talk to ealto s a d look 
for homes that are for sale and leasing agents from senior care apartments. Finally, the 
students are asked to assume the role of occupational therapist and assist the family in 
planning for the future and making home modifications. Students are tasked with considering 
the eight areas of occupation (activities of daily living, instrumental activities of daily living, 
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sleep and rest, education, work, leisure, play, and social participation) and how home 
modifications might facilitate participation in these occupations (AOTA, 2014).  
 Following changes in the class discussion and in this assignment, Sandra reported feeling 
like students were changing in their ability to connect topics to occupation.  
What I a  see diffe e tl  is that the stude ts, he  the ' e do e, a e ette  a le to 
say things like if they're addressing endurance issues, standing endurance issues, they're 
more quickly able to come up with occupational tasks or relevance to that, endurance 
issues.  
Sandra described the benefit of occupation-focused teaching practices as extending beyond 
one conversation or an assignment to change the way the students think about occupation and 
occupational therapy practice.  
 Elements of the SCIL-OT. Occupation is discussed in Sandra s sto  i  te s of the 
important occupations of an older adult couple. Topics include health management (managing 
the fathe s dete io ati g o ditio , ho e odifi atio s, e aluati g i fo atio  sou es, a d 
family dynamics. Knowledge community members are the student, the parents, the children, 
authors of articles, and real estate and leasing agents. The assignment forges personal 
connections between each student and the family by having the students inhabit the parent 
role through the letter-writing exercise. In this way, members of the knowledge community are 
being connected. In doing so, the student is being asked to develop their empathy skills and 
u de sta d the a s o e i di idual s diag osis affe ts the lie t, his fa il , a d his o u it .    
 Connections between knowledge community members are further strengthened by 
considering the relevant occupations to the parents, and involving members of the broader 
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knowledge community who support those occupations in some way. Additionally, the students 
are asked to connect topics to subject by seeing how things like family dynamics influence and 
inform how the pa e t s pe fo  o upatio  su h as health a age e t. Fi all , the stude ts 
step back and take all of these elements into consideration as they inhabit the occupational 
therapist role (a different role within the knowledge community) and make home modification 
recommendations.  
Practical Examination 
 Monica reported changing a practical exam on manual muscle testing, a technique that 
i ol es o upatio al the apists testi g the st e gth a d a ge of otio  of a lie t s uppe  
body. While being able to document changes in strength through manual muscle testing and 
understanding anatomy is important in some settings, Monica felt the practical did not 
adequately address the connection from testing or anatomy to occupation. The previous 
practical involved students performing a manual muscle test on a person and then applying the 
esults to a  i di idual s o upatio al pe fo a e. The stude ts the  had to dis uss the 
occupational challenges someone might experience given their strength or range of motion 
difficulties. Monica and her co-teacher made a few changes to focus on occupation. They 
reversed the order of tasks in the practical so that students were first given an occupation to 
consider and then a movement and were asked to describe how this movement could affect an 
occupation. Monica described this order reversal as a way of highlighting that the occupation is 
p io itized, so that o upatio  is at the e te  of it e sus the o e e t is the ost 
important.  We shifted it to where the occupation is going to e the ost i po ta t pie e.  “he 
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saw this subtle shift as helping the students reorient their gaze to see the centrality of 
occupation.  
 Monica made other changes to have the assignment focus more on occupation. This 
occurred through modifying the rubric to have more occupation-focused outcomes and 
emphasizing occupation in instruction. 
We edid the g adi g u i  to fo us o  o upatio . A d the a  I taught it, I sta ted 
with [an OT as an] occupation expert, and then indicated that manual muscle is one 
assessment out of many that they may choose to use, but it all relates back to the 
lie t s o upatio .    
By explicitly connecting this assignment to occupation, Monica made changes that were 
consistent with the SCIL-OT.  
 Interestingly, Monica found that the students were not only more occupation-centered 
following the changes in this assignment; they also appeared to exhibit less signs of stress.  
We just fi ished ith ou  p a ti als a d this is the fi st ti e – I mean both Erin and I 
felt the anxiety level was much less for the students and it just seemed to flow and we 
just did t ha e that high st ess a d high a iet  a out it a d just ei g a le to e ite 
a d fo us it a k to o upatio .  
Monica thought that perhaps the contextual knowledge helped students connect all of the 
detailed memorizations of movements and anatomy to occupation so they understand the 
purpose of the assignment.  
 Elements of SCIL-OT. Topics in this story are manual muscle testing and anatomy. 
Initially the assignment began with the topics, which the students then had to apply to an 
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occupation. This gave them a narrow view of the assessment process in occupational therapy 
and centered learning around understanding a specific technique.  
 By changing the assignment to begin with occupational analysis, Monica made a minor 
shift hi h o te tualized a ual us le testi g as a s all aspe t of a pe so s o upatio al 
performance. Monica s assig e t fa ilitated stude ts ei g a le to e pli itl  o e t the 
topic of manual muscle testing to the core subject, an occupation of a hypothetical client. 
Additionally, by having the students consider the occupations of a hypothetical client, Monica 
also helped students build a connection between themselves as a knowledge community 
members and the client as the broader knowledge community.  
Summary 
 Educators reported that the model was useful for creating or modifying assignments to 
focus explicitly on occupation. They applied the model to written work, demonstration, and 
discussion. When using the model to be occupation-centered, educators facilitated students in 
personally connecting with occupation. They also helped students understand the relationship 
between topic and subject.  
Reported Challenges and Recommended Modifications 
 While all participants found the model to be useful, there were some situations in which 
educators reported difficulty using the model or suggested changes. Challenges related to using 
the model in content heavy or interdisciplinary courses, and student discomfort with the word 
su je t.  ‘e o e ded ha ges e e to la if  the topi /su je t elatio ship a d ake the 
model look more dynamic. 
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Challenges with Content-Heavy Courses 
 Audrey reported liking the model but had difficulty implementing it in her Basic 
Concepts and Occupations course. This is an introductory course taught in an auditorium to 
sixty seventeen-year-old students. Audrey reported liking the SCIL-OT and tried to take a 
constructivist perspective as an instructor while creating a personal connection with students, 
but this is challenging given the number of students in one class and the volume of material she 
needs to cover. Audrey described being occupation-centered before and built on her previous 
practice by focusing classroom discussion on occupatio  a d edesig i g a lot of the [ uiz] 
questions to be less about well what does this concept mean to rather how do you apply this 
o ept to so e od  e gaged i  o upatio ? “o a little it o e of i i ase studies.  These 
changes are significant; however, Audrey expressed feeling frustrated with time constraints and 
course management concerns that have made it difficult to make big changes based on the 
SCIL-OT.   
Challenges with Interdisciplinary Courses 
 Monica described having added difficulty implementing the model during 
interdisciplinary courses. She teaches classes that have OT and PT students and these two 
disciplines have overlapping topics, but different core subjects. She stated that using the model 
has been difficult in this setting. During a shared interview, another educator suggested having 
a seminar or break out session in interdisciplinary courses to help students make connections 
from topics to subject and Monica expressed being interested in trying out something similar.  
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Challenges with the Wo d Su je t  
 Harmony actually used the SCIL-OT to orient students to the purpose of her course. She 
des i ed ho  stude ts so eti es had diffi ult  ith the te  su je t  i  the “CIL-OT 
because subject is commonly used in academic language to refer to a class, the topic of the day, 
an area of study, a person who is studied, or the noun in a sentence. Students would ask if 
subject was the topic of the day or the course of study. Other students wanted to know why 
there was no line between topic and the knowledge community because knowledge 
community members have the knowledge about topics but may not have an occupational 
focus, especially if the knowledge community members are from an outside field. They felt the 
model did not represent the connection or contribution of these knowledge community 
members. 
Clarify Topic/Subject Relationship  
 Cathy suggested that it could be useful for the graphic to be changed to make the 
relationship between topics and subject clearer and for the importance of subject in the 
knowledge community to be clearer.  
“o eti es I al ost o de  if the o upatio  i  the iddle eeds to e igge , so it's 
underneath the stuff, so that way I realize that the topics need to be embedded in the 
occupation and that the points of the stars need to touch the community of knowers so 
that ou a  see the o upatio  tou hes all of these o u it  of k o e s.   
Cathy s pe spe ti e highlights ho  she sees topi s to e pa t of o upatio  i stead of sepa ate 
content. Likewise, Amy felt that there are times when the topics have to be bigger based on the 
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individual course or point in a program, which she interpreted not as a flaw in the model, but a 
modification she had made to expand its usefulness.  
Make the Model Less Static  
 Sandra felt that the lines of the model were too static to fully reflect the actual process 
of teaching and learning.  
It eeds to look o e d a i , I thi k, a d i ula  a d loop-like, especially since 
reflection is such a key element to being a good practitioner, to being a good educator, 
to ei g a thoughtful stude t. It s that a ilit  … [to] eall  guide the  th ough that 
process which links the past and the present and the future and then go back and talk 
about it and try it again.  
This way of discussing learning as continually developing and student identity as being in a 
process of transformation is consistent with the underlying theory of occupational therapy. 
Sandra felt the model should more clearly reflect this.  
Summary 
 Overall results from this study confirmed the utility of the model for occupational 
therapy educators. Educators were interpreted to display a shift in meaning from focusing on 
the student-faculty relationship to focusing on occupation-centered teaching. Educators 
reported that the model was useful for centering occupation in teaching in the classroom.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
 
 Study findings on the utility, prevalence, and value of elements of the model strongly 
support the confirmation of the SCIL-OT model for academic educators. Educators reported 
that the SCIL-OT was useful for creating occupation-centered learning experiences. Educators 
applied the model to change several elements of teaching, including written assignments, class 
discussion, and practical examinations. In early interviews, the meaning of teaching was seen to 
primarily arise from the student-faculty relationship, which suggests valuing student-centered 
learning. In later interviews, the meaning of teaching was more often described as occurring 
through focusing on occupation, which suggests values for subject-centered learning. 
Ultimately, the model was found to be useful for subject-centered learning and compatible with 
student-centered learning principles. Study findings demonstrate the benefits of subject-
centered learning theory to guide occupational therapy education.  
 I  this se tio , I ill fi st dis uss the ea l  i te ie s  e phasis o  hat I i te p et to e 
student-centered learning. I will then elaborate on the benefits and drawbacks of student-
centered learning. Next, I will contrast student- and subject-centered learning and describe the 
benefits of subject-centered learning. Following this contrast, I will highlight how educators 
used the model to center learning on the core subject of occupational therapy. I will then 
elaborate on limitations of the model based on participant feedback and my own analysis, and 
discuss proposed changes. Finally, I will discuss the implications of this study and future 
directions of research.   
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Student-Centered Learning Facilitates the Educator-Student Relationship 
 In early interviews, educators primarily focused on the quality of student-faculty 
relationship as a source of meaning. They reported caring about student engagement, as well 
as shared authority and co-learning with students. Due to the student-faculty relationship being 
in the foreground and characterized by active engagement and sharing of power, early 
interviews reported instructional techniques that can be classified as student-centered 
learning. 
 Student-centered learning has been described as an approach in which students are 
active in learning and have shared authority in directing courses, and their ideas and priorities 
are important (Schroeder, 2012; Barr & Tagg, 1995). Shared authority provides space for 
students to generate creative ideas or develop innovative solutions not anticipated by the 
educator (Vettraino, Linds, & Goulet, 2013). This makes the classroom a fertile environment in 
which both student and educator are learning about content.   
 There are specific techniques associated with a student-centered learning approach. 
Felder and Brent (1996) stated student- e te ed te h i ues i lude substituting active 
learning for lectures, holding students responsible for their learning, and using self-paced 
and/or cooperative (team- ased  lea i g  p. . This type of learning is thought to improve 
student motivation and retention of knowledge (Schroeder, 2012).  
 While it is clear that student-centered learning has value, it is also important to note 
that student-centered learning has been interpreted to mean widely different ideas (Tangney, 
2013). Some define student-centered learning narrowly as active learning (Armbruster, Patel, 
Johnson, & Weiss, 2009). In an investigation of active learning, Allen & Baughman (2016), found 
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that students taught with active learning techniques (hands-on demonstration, research 
participation, and working with real data) in a research methods class reported improved 
retention of material and confidence in their ability to apply concepts from class, although not 
greater satisfaction with learning.  
 Others see student-centered learning as a way of promoting self-actualization by 
allowing students to structure class and determine their own learning goals with the role of the 
educator as facilitator (Rogers, 1969; Talbot, 2009). This definition was championed by Rogers 
(1969) and included the concept of non-directiveness wherein students are more responsible 
tha  the edu ato  fo  the di e tio  of lea i g a d the edu ato  pe its i di iduals to go 
charging off in new directions dictated by their own interests  p. . Bla kie, Case, a d Jawitz 
(2010) elaborate on the Rogerian definition of student-centered asserting that many student-
e te ed lea i g app oa hes ha e lost ‘oge s  e phasis on developing the student as 
learner as the primary goal of learning, with actual information learned as secondary. This 
would seem to be a valid critique of authors like Armbruster, Patel, Johnson, and Weiss (2009) 
who appear to have conflated active learning and student-centered learning.  
 Given this range of definitions, it becomes difficult to pin down the exact merits of 
student-centered learning. Nonetheless, all interpretations highlight how student-centered 
learning is effective for encouraging students to be active and independent learners (Barr & 
Tagg, 1995). 
Student-Centered Learning in Occupational Therapy 
 I  this stud , pa ti ipa ts  alue fo  stude t-centered learning is consistent with the 
common use of educational approaches that could be classified as student-centered learning in 
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occupational therapy education (Hooper, King, Wood, Bilics, & Gupta, 2013). One example is 
the wide adoption of problem-based learning (PBL). In PBL, students are organized into small 
groups and given a case study to work on. Students analyze the case, identify problems, look for 
solutions in a self- and peer-directed way, and then reflect on the learning process (Royeen, 
1995). This is considered student-centered learning because the learning process is directed by 
student inquiry and characterized by active engagement (Scaffa and Wooster, 2004). Studies on 
the e efit of PBL ha e fou d this te h i ue to e efit o upatio al the ap  stude ts  self-
perception of learning and clinical reasoning development (Scaffa and Wooster, 2004; Spalding 
& Killett, 2010). As demonstrated by studies on PBL, student-centered learning techniques have 
value in occupational therapy education.  
 Student-centered learning is also valuable in occupational therapy education because it 
parallels client-centered occupational therapy practice (Disch, 2012; Haertl, 2008). Client-
e te ed has ee  defi ed as a  app oa h that i o po ates espe t fo  a d pa t e ship ith 
lie ts as a ti e pa ti ipa ts i  the the ap  p o ess  AOTA, , p. S41). Client-centered 
practice is a priority in the field and has been found to improve occupational therapy outcomes 
and the therapeutic relationship (Hoshii, et. al, 2013; Tickle-Degnen, 2002). In this study, one 
educator described the importance of client- e te ed p a ti e as putti g the lie t i  a 
positio  of o t ol  a d esta lishi g sha ed goals fo  the ap  i  o de  to i p o e lie t 
participation. Teaching students in a student-centered way is believed to model client-centered 
practice (Schroeder, 2012).  
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Downsides of Student-Centered Learning 
 Student-centered learning has a number of downsides. For example, one could use a 
student-centered approach with an active learning technique like PBL and not discuss 
occupation (Hooper, 2010). Given the importance of centralizing education on occupation, 
student-centered learning is not, by itself, sufficient (Whiteford & Wilcock, 2001).  
 Further, while the parallels between client-centered practice and student-centered 
practice are valuable, there are a few important differences between these types of 
relationships. Client-centered practice is appropriate for occupational therapy practice because 
the clients are experts on their own needs (Fisher, 2009). However, the same cannot be said for 
students. Students are not experts on what they need to know to be competent in a profession 
(Talbot, 2009). The non-directiveness of Rogers (1969) is difficult to implement in learning 
situations in which concrete skills need to be acquired by students and are mandated by 
accrediting bodies such as the Accreditation Council for Occupational Therapy (Baum, et. al, 
2010; Talbot, 2009). Educators are necessary gatekeepers that introduce students to the 
fundamental concepts of a discipline (Smith & Girod, 2003). Given the importance of core 
competencies and skills in occupational therapy, the role of the educator is essential (Hobson & 
Morrison-Saunders, 2013).  
Subject-Centered Learning Builds Frameworks  
 In contrast to student-centered learning, subject-centered learning structures learning 
around a core subject which forms a lens for interpreting and understanding topics (Hooper, 
2010). Although active engagement by students is valued in subject-centered learning, the 
primary focus is on subject and not students. Subject-centered teaching is primarily concerned 
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with helping students build a framework for organizing and operationalizing knowledge within a 
discipline around a core subject (Hooper, 2006a). According to Bruner (1960) curricula 
developed based on the structure of a p ofessio s k o ledge i p o e stude t ete tio  a d 
application of information.  
A Field s Su je t Matters 
 The core subject helps form the structure of knowledge within a profession or discipline. 
Thus the subject in a field is the primary concept around which all learning is structured 
Pal e , . A o di g to Pal e  , a field s su je t has a life a d po e  of its o . I  
occupational therapy, that core concept is occupation (Hooper, et. al, 2014). Occupation is a 
rich concept that helps explain many aspects of life including human development, physical and 
mental health, and basic biological needs, to name a few (Dickie, 2014; Hocking, 2014; Tanta & 
Knox, 2014; Wasmuth, Crabtree, & Scott, 2014; Wilcock, 1999). As occupation is personally 
experienced and meaningful, each student and educator has an important perspective on the 
meaning and depth of occupation, but no one knows it all. Using a subject-centered learning 
framework, inquiry about occupation is a dynamic and evolving practice bigger than any one 
person and involving dialogue among all members of a knowledge community (Townsend, 
1997).   
 In this study, educators made noticeable changes included modifying case studies, 
redefining assessment expectations, and tying classroom education to occupation. Sometimes 
this was accomplished by using the model as a physical template that the educators labeled 
with either the concept of occupation or an example of a specific occupation in the center. 
After being taught the model, Cathy and her students together identified elements of the 
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model discussed in class that day, which required students to elaborate on how topics in class 
elated to a  o upatio . This is si ila  to Mit ha s  recommendation that both 
students and educators need to link topics to occupation. Further, her students had to identify 
relevant knowledge community members and explain their connection to topic or subject, thus 
clarifying the relationship between elements of the model. This method of teaching 
emphasized the importance of the core subject of occupational therapy.  
Teachers Matter 
 The function of the educator in student-centered learning is unclear with educators in 
some cases being mere facilitators. In subject-centered learning, the role of the teacher in 
elucidati g a field s su je t is pa a ou t. As Ho so  a d Mo iso -Sanders (2013) put it, 
Tea he s atte . It has ee  said efo e a d it ill e said agai ; ot the tea hi g ut the 
tea he  atte s  p. . I  su je t-centered learning, the role of the educator is to help 
students foster a personal relationship with the subject (Hooper, 2006a). Often this occurs 
through educators conveying their passion for the subject (Palmer, 1998). This passion was 
reflected in this study when Sandra spoke of the SCIL-OT letting her talk about occupation, her 
t ue lo e.  This as o fi i g of oth the utilit  of the odel a d of the ole of the edu ato  
in subject-centered education.  
 Educators are also responsible for skillfully designing learning experiences that focus on 
occupation.  Alice described shifting a practical examination from starting with manual muscle 
testing to starting with occupational analysis. In doing so, she clarified the relationship between 
topic (manual muscle testing) and subject with knowledge of the topic as secondary to 
k o ledge of the o upatio . This is o g ue t ith Hoope s a) claim that in subject-
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e te ed tea hi g, edu ato s ot o l  tea h a topi  o  o pete , ut the  also eate 
opportunities in which students link each topi  o  o pete  to hu a  o upatio  p. . 
Because the practical started with occupation and the topic was understood through this lens, I 
i te p et Ali e s tea hi g to e o upatio -centered.   
Students Matter in Subject-Centered Learning 
  It is important to note that student-centered learning principles and subject-centered 
education are compatible.  As Hobson and Morrison-“au de s  stated, ‘ef a i g 
teaching relationships in higher education as a gathering around a subject opens up an 
endlessl  i h a d e gagi g o u it  of lea i g  p. . “u je t-centered education is 
built on the idea that neither the teacher nor students are complete experts on the core subject 
and that learning occurs in a community seeking truth together (Palmer, 1998). This idea is 
reflected in the SCIL-OT by the emphasis on occupation as the center of learning with members 
of the knowledge community gathered around subject.  
 In this study, when educators were subject-centered, they still incorporated what could 
be interpreted as student-centered learning principles. Educators using the SCIL-OT reported 
students displayed, and at times increased, the active participation and shared-authority that 
characterizes student-centered learning. In a case study assignment, Monica s stude ts a ti el  
looked for resources in the community and were self-directed in their problem-solving the 
challenges of the case.  However, rather than student-centered learning which focuses on 
student behaviors and learning outcomes, Monica crafted the assignment that was based on 
exploring the occupational performance of the older adults in the case. This example shows 




 When educators in this study used the SCIL-OT, educators orchestrated strong 
connections between topics and the core subject, topics and the knowledge community, and 
the knowledge community and the subject (Hooper, 2010). Because these connections were 
made by educators with the intention of co-authoring knowledge with students, it could be said 
that learning occurred through the interconnectedness of the relationships. This is supported 
 Pal e s 1998) description of the community of truth The hall a k of the o u it  of 
truth is in its claim that reality is a web of communal relationships, and we can know reality only 
y ei g i  o u ity with it” (95). By facilitating this community of truth, educators created a 
system of learning and shared meaning making, in which all elements of the model necessarily 
interact and are interdependent with one another. This interconnectedness was interpreted to 
be confirming of the utility and applicability of the model.  
Elaborations and Conceptual Suggestions  
 One goal of this study was to develop and refine the SCIL-OT. As laid out by Lynham 
(2002), theory building is a recursive process in continual development and adaptation. 
Previous sections of this discussion have focused on confirmation of the model through 
transformative learning in educators and utility of the model for educators. In this section, I will 
discuss how the SCIL-OT or explanations of the model were problematic and make suggestions 
for adaptation.  
 Educators proposed several changes to the model including making the lines more 
dynamic and more clearly laying out the interaction between topic and subject. Based on my 
interpretation of educator stories, I find the recursive nature of the topic-subject relationship to 
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be underrepresented in the model. Further, the primacy of the relationship between members 
of the knowledge community is discussed in the theoretical underpinnings of the model, but 
not in the visual depiction. Based on these two critiques, I suggest a few changes:  
1. Modify lines to highlight the dynamic and recursive nature of learning.  
 In this study, educators reported making shifts to emphasize occupation more heavily in 
their teaching. However, the role of topic as adding nuance and depth to subject was also 
important. In Amy s ulti-part case study, students were asked to consider the important 
occupations of two older adults. Understanding how family dynamics and financial pressures 
topi s  affe ted these i di iduals  o upatio al hoi es a d pa ti ipatio  helped stude ts see 
the transactions between topics and subject. In this transaction between topic and subject—
topic helped learners understand subject more deeply and subject contextualized topic. This 
relationship between topic and subject is supported in the literature. In a conceptual piece, 
Hooper (  a gued that topi s i fo  su je t. O upatio  takes ti e a d ell-orchestrated 
learning activities through which students walk back and forth and back and forth again from 
the topic of each course and class to the core subject of the curriculum and p ofessio  p. 
100). The connection between topic and subject, then, is dynamic and continually being 
explored. Based on this and participant feedback that the model, I suggest that the lines 
connecting elements of the model to have bidirectional arrows to make the transactions of the 
model more clear.  




 Educators prioritized connections among members of the knowledge community in 
both early interviews and after learning the model. As theory should address the meaning of a 
phenomenon, in this case subject-centered education, descriptions of the model should 
highlight the shared meaning making among members of the knowledge community (Lynham, 
2002). In this discussion, I have argued that subject-centered teaching and student-centered 
principles are compatible. Given this, a more explicit explanation of how to employee student-
centered principles in subject-centered education would enhance the utility of the model.   
3. Publish model in its entirety.  
 Transformative learning, shared authority and co-learning in the classroom, and the 
importance of the student-educator relationship have been thoroughly discussed in literature 
about occupation-centered education (for example: Hooper, 2006a; Hooper 2010, Hooper et.al, 
2015). However, there is not yet an article or book that ties all of these elements together. 
Given this, I recommend that the model be published in its entirety to clarify the underlying 
conceptual framework of the model and the utility of it for educators.  
Limitations of the Study 
 All participants in the study attended the Center for Occupational Therapy Education 
Annual Summer Teaching and Learning Institute, which limits the ability to distinguish between 
the influences of the full COTE institute versus the SCIL-OT model. At times, a few educators 
discussed material taught in the workshop other than the SCIL-OT when they were asked about 
the model. When this happened, the researchers asked questions to redirect the interviews 
back to the SCIL-OT.  Hence, a study with educators applying the SCIL-OT without having 
attended the COTE institute would help tease out the distinct benefit of the SCIL-OT.  
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 Additionally, evidence of occupation-centered teaching came primarily from educator 
self-report without confirmation by observation, artifact data, or student report. As such, 
educators may not have been as occupation-centered as they interpreted themselves to be. 
Finally, as this is a qualitative study of a theory in development with seven participants, results 
may have limited transferability.  
Implications for Education and Future Research 
 Occupation-centered education holds promise for the direction of the occupational 
therapy profession. This study explored the utility of the SCIL-OT model for occupational 
therapy educators. Educators expressed that the model helped them centralize occupation in 
teaching. However, it will be important to extend study of the model by examining artifact data 
and observing teaching of educators to determine if the occupation-centered learning 
e pe ie e edu ato s eate a e o siste t ith the esea he s defi itio  of o upatio -
centered. Further, the study focused on the experience of educators but no students were 
consulted. Long-term studies of the effectiveness of the model for enhancing student learning 
are important. As this was a confirmation/disconfirmation study, additional studies on the 
model in Lynham (2002) application phase of theory development will also important.  
 In this study, it seemed as though educators displayed a shift in stated priorities, which I 
interpreted as a shift in meaning perspectives. Mezirow (2000) defined meaning perspectives as 
a st u tu e of assu ptio s th ough hi h e filte  se se i p essio s  p. . A shift i  
meaning perspectives is a transformative process wherein individuals critically examine their 
assumptions, embrace new ideas, and develop different ways of making meaning (Cranton, 
2011). Cranton (2011) defines transformative learni g as a deep shift i  pe spe ti e a d 
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oti ea le ha ges i  a tio s as a esult of the shift  p. .  Ho e e , due to the desig  of this 
study, I cannot confirm that educators experienced this shift. Future studies on subject-
centered learning using a transformative learning lens may confirm the conceptual framework 
that underpins the model.  
Conclusion 
 Education directly impacts the direction of a field (Yerxa, 1998). In occupational therapy, 
it is essential that we emphasize what makes us unique—occupation (Whiteford & Wilcock, 
2001). A proposed method for accomplishing this is subject-centered education (Hooper, 2010). 
Pie e  des i ed the eed to put o upatio  to o k i  o upatio al the ap  u i ula  
(p.1). She issued what I interpret to be a call to arms for occupational therapy educators: 
To put o upatio  to o k, a d do it ell, is the espo si ilit  of o upatio al the ap  
educators. For students to leave our programs speaking fluently and persuasively of 
occupation and its therapeutic applications is a challenge. The concept is complex and 
little explored; however, not to do so weakens the field to such a degree that it 
endangers our survival as a p ofessio  p. . 
 Centering occupation in teaching is a weighty responsibility for educators. However, 
many faculty have not received formal education on teaching let alone on occupation-centered 
education. There is a need for faculty development tools that help educators move in this 
direction. 
 Given the need for faculty development and the importance of occupation-centered 
education, the potential of the SCIL-OT is profound. In this study, the SCIL-OT was useful for 
educators in more heavily emphasizing occupation in their teaching. Implementation of the 
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SCIL-OT on a broader scale could answer the call of Pierce (2000) and many others to put 
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APPENDIX A: INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE 
 
 
Exploring the Applicability of a New Model of Occupational Therapy Education (MOTE) in Four 
Learning Contexts 
Dea  ____________________,   
Because you are an educator participating in the Center for Occupational Therapy Education 
Teaching and Learning Institute, we would like to invite you to participate in a research study 
entitled, Exploring the Applicability of a New Model of Occupational Therapy Education (MOTE) 
in Four Learning Contexts.  
The Model of Occupational Therapy Education (MOTE) is an occupational therapy-specific 
teaching and learning model. Its purpose is to guide the conceptualizations, learning outcomes, 
and instructional processes that OT educators employ to help students and clients learn. Due to 
a paucity of OT-specific education models, education may fall short of helping learners organize 
all the topics they must learn. Therefore, this study seeks to develop this model of occupational 
therapy education (MOTE) beyond the conceptual phase of theory-building in applied 
dis ipli es L ha , . The stud  uses a pa ti ipato  research methodology to draw upon 
OTs in education to review, critique, and hone the definitions and interrelationships of the 
odel s o epts. The p i a  research questions for the study are: 1) How do occupational 
therapy educators experience the concepts and transactions of the model of occupational 
therapy education? 2) How does the model guide educators in designing and implementing 
learning experiences? 3) What are the limits of the model and what recommendations do 
edu ato s ha e fo  its efi e e t?   
If you choose to participate in the study, you will be asked to participate in a 60-90 minute 
conference call with the research team and 4-5 other educators like yourself before the Center 
for Occupational Therapy Education Summer Teaching and Learning Institute. During the 
Institute, you will participate in a mentored group with fellow educators. After the workshop, 
you will be asked to participate in another conference call after 4-6 weeks amount of time. The 
focus of the group interviews will be: 1) Your approaches to teaching students 2) The model of 
occupational therapy education and your responses, critiques, and suggestions of the model, 3) 
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Share your experiences and recommendations after attempting to implement the model in 
ou  tea hi g p a ti es.    
Your participation is highly valued and important for the progress of this research.  We si e el  
hope you will choose to participate, though your engagement is completely olu ta .  To let us 
know of your interest or to ask further questions regarding the study, please contact, Barb 
Hooper at 970-491-1325 or barb.hooper@colostate.edu by Thursday, April 30th, 2015. If you 
choose to participate, please complete and return the attached consent form. Upon receipt, we 
ill o ta t ou to s hedule the fo us g oup.   
“i e el ,   
Ba  Hoope , PhD, OT‘, FAOTA   
Associate Professor Colorado State University  



























APPENDIX B: CONSENT FORM 
Outside Consultant 
Consent to Participate in a Research Study 
Colorado State University 
 
TITLE OF STUDY: Exploring the Applicability of the Model of Subject-Centered Integrated 
Learning for Occupational Therapy in Three Occupational Therapy Education Contexts 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:    Barb Hooper, PhD, OTR, FAOTA  
     Barb.Hooper@colostate.edu 
 
STUDENT INVESTIGATORS:  Devin Barth (dbarth@rams.colostate.edu ) 
Addy Brown (addbrown@rams.colostate.edu) 
     Amanda Zorn (Amanda.Grigg@rams.colostate.edu) 
 
WHY AM I BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH?  You are being invited to 
participate in this study because you are recognized as an educator in occupational therapy 
(OT) either in academic, fieldwork or client/family education contexts. 
 
WHO IS DOING THE STUDY?  Dr. Barb Hooper is the Principal Investigator for this study. She will 
lead a team of four occupational therapy student researchers, three of whom are completing 
their thesis in partial completion of their Master of Science degree in occupational therapy and 
one is completing this study as one phase of doctoral research. 
 
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY?  The purpose of this study is to further develop the 
Subject-Centered Learning Model for application in OT education. 
WHERE IS THE STUDY GOING TO TAKE PLACE AND HOW LONG WILL IT LAST?  This study will 
involve occupational therapy educators internationally. It will take place over the telephone 
and through web-conferencing. In total, the study will involve up to 5 hours over a time period 
of 1-2 years. 
 
WHAT WILL I BE ASKED TO DO?  You will be asked to participate in three group conference 
calls/interviews with the research team and a small group of educators doing similar work as 
you. The focus of the group interviews will be: 1) your approaches to teaching students or 
clients/families, 2) the Subject-Centered Learning Model and your responses, critiques, and 
suggestions for the model, 3) Share your experiences and recommendations after attempting to 
implement the model in your teaching practices. All three of these sessions will be audiotaped 
and transcribed. 
 
ARE THERE REASONS WHY I SHOULD NOT TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY?  If you do not have: a 
substantial role in teaching students or clients/families at this time, access to technology to 
enable you to participate in focus groups with participants in diverse geographical locations, if 
you are not willing to participate in three focus groups or if you are unwilling to be audiotaped.  
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WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS?  It is not possible to identify all potential 
risks in research procedures, but you may experience discomfort or fear or worry when asked 
to share openly about your teaching and to offer contradictory viewpoints on the model under 
investigation. Every effort will be made to create an open, comfortable environment for 
dialogue. 
 
ARE THERE ANY BENEFITS FROM TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY?  The ultimate aim of the study is  
to improve the quality of OT education across learning contexts. There is no known benefit for 
participating, but we hope that contributing to this endeavor could be professionally satisfying 
and meaningful. Also your own teaching practices may be more deeply affirmed through the 
study and the study may provide new insights and approaches for your teaching. 
 
DO I HAVE TO TAKE PART IN THE STUDY?  Your participation in this research is voluntary.  If you 
decide to participate in the study, you may withdraw your consent and stop participating at any 
time without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled.   
 
WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION THAT I GIVE?  Only the PI and student investigators will have 
access to the audiotapes and their written transcriptions. We will keep private all research 
records that identify you to the extent allowed by law. All research records will be kept for at 
least three years and up until the data are published. We may be asked to share the research 
files with the CSU Institutional Review Board ethics committee for auditing. 
Your information will be combined with information from other people taking part in the study. 
When we write about what we learned from the pilot study we will write about the combined 
information we have gathered. You will not be identified in these written materials.  
We will make every effort to prevent anyone who is not on the research team from knowing 
that you gave us information, or what that information is.  For example, your name will not be 
kept with your research records and your record will be stored under lock and key.  
 
WILL I RECEIVE ANY COMPENSATION FOR TAKING PART IN THIS STUDY?  You will receive a $25 
electronic gift card for participating in this study. Your identity/record of receiving 
compensation (NOT your data) may be made available to CSU officials for financial audits. 
 
WHAT HAPPENS IF I AM INJURED BECAUSE OF THE RESEARCH?  The Colorado Governmental 
Immunity Act determines and may limit Colorado State University's legal responsibility if an 
injury happens because of this study. Claims against the University must be filed within 180 
days of the injury. 
 
WHAT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?  Before you decide whether to accept this invitation to take part 
in the study, please ask any questions that might come to mind now.  Later, if you have 
questions about the study, you can contact the investigator, Barb Hooper at 970-491-1325 or 
barb.hooper@colostate.edu.  If you have any questions about your rights as a volunteer in this 
research, contact the CSU IRB at:  RICRO_IRB@mail.colostate.edu; 970-491-1553.  We will give 
you a copy of this consent form to take with you.  
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Your signature or electronic signature acknowledges that you have read the information stated 
and willingly sign this consent form.  Your signature also acknowledges that you have received, 
on the date signed, a copy of this document containing    2     pages. 
_________________________________________  _____________________ 
Signature of person agreeing to take part in the study   Date 
 
________________________________________ 
Printed name of person agreeing to take part in the study 
 
_______________________________________  _____________________ 
Name of person providing information to participant    Date 
 
_________________________________________    




















APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
Exploring the Applicability of the Model of Learning Human Occupation in Four Occupational 
Therapy Education Contexts Guiding Questions for Focus Groups 
I. Before the first meeting, send information on: 
View of learning that we are coming from 
Preparation of a scenario from interview protocol 
Consider your role as an educator/instructor 
Share with them what we see as their role in this research project  
 
II. Phase O e: Edu ato s  Vie s of Best OT Edu atio  P a ti e  
a. Data Collection Method: Focus Group interviews  
i. Spend time setting up the process: 
1. Thanking them for participating 
2. Introductions 
3. Review consent form and ask for any questions 
4. Explain the process 
ii. [We ill ha e se t the  ahead of ti e a heat sheet  o  ou  sta e 
toward teaching and learning: We understand tea hi g to e……] Ask 
here if they have questions about the information they received. 
iii. Interview Questions [these prompts will have been sent ahead of time. 
Each person gets 10 minutes to tell their stories]:  
1. Describe the scenario from your own teaching practice that you 
felt went very well and that left you feeling very satisfied. 
a. If the  do t go the e, ask What as ost satisf i g a out 
that experience? 
2. Describe the scenario from your teaching that left you feeling 
dissatisfied. 
a. If the  do t go the e, ask What was most dissatisfying 
about that experience? 
3. Researchers listen for and note the following: 
a. What learning outcomes were they concerned with? 
b. How did they set up the learning experience to achieve 
those outcomes? 
c. How did they implement the learning experience? 
d. How did they know what the outcomes were for the 
students? 
e. What theories or concepts guided teaching? 
f. What other factors influenced teaching? 
g. others 
b. Data Analysis: Qualitative analysis focused on mapping practitioners scenarios to 





III. Phase Two: Initial Presentation and Discussion of the Subject-Centered Learning 
Model 
a. Data Collection: Focus group  
i. Group Process & Structure 
1. Member checking from first interview 
2. Presentation of the Subject-Centered Learning Model by 
academic-researchers 
3. Opportunity for clarifying questions from participants 
(practitioner-researchers and academic-researchers) 
4. Initial confirmation/disconfirmation of the Model by (practitioner-
researchers and academic-researchers): 
a. In what ways does the model represent or not represent 
what you do in teaching?  
b. How could you see using the model in your next teaching 
session. 
5. Explain the worksheet and ask them to complete after 6 teaching 
sessions. 
ii. Data Analysis: Qualitative analysis completed by academic-researchers 
fo used o  o fi i g a d dis o fi i g the Model s do ai s a d 
concepts and their interrelationships 
b. Data Collection: Worksheet to record each education session and email prior to 
next focus group. 
IV. Phase Three: Confirmation and Disconfirmation of the Subject-Centered Learning 
Model  
a. Data Collection: Focus group  
i. Group Process & Structure 
1. Guided Discussion Questions related to Having used the model as 
a guide for teaching: 
a. Review worksheets and use as basis for initial teaching 
stories. 
b. What are the strengths of the model?  
c. What are the limitations of the model?  
d. What implications for teaching does the model have?  
e. In what ways can the Subject-Centered Learning model be 
improved? 
2. Guided Discussion Questions related to enhancing the model: 
a. What learning outcomes best fit the model/which do not? 
b. What teaching strategies best fit the model/which do not? 
c. What learning outcome measures fit the model/which do 
not? 
3. Guided Discussion Questions related to Application of the model: 
a. Having now become familiar with the model, are there 
ways in which you would like to change your teaching?  
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i. If so, how? Why do you believe these changes are 
important? 
ii. If not, why not? 
iii. What would your use of this model be? 
4. Reflecting back on our first interview, has your understanding of 
occupational therapy teaching practices or approaches changed in 
any way?  
a. If so, how and why? 
b. If not, why?  
 






























APPENDIX D: CODEBOOK 
Code Modifier Example 
Subject – use 
when occupation 
is referenced 
Explicit – use when the word 
o upatio  is used 
 We eed o upatio  at 
the center, and so the HOP 
as eated.  
 I'  a eu o the apist ho 
uses o upatio  
Implicit – use when occupation is 
implied 
 Passio ate a out theo  
a d its appli atio  
Topics – use when 








Clinical – use when content is 
related to skills/techniques 
 The pediat i  o te t  
 A g aduate ele ti e so it s 
specifically acute care and 
ge o tolog .  
Self-Management – use when 
content is related to teaching 
personal skills related to personal 
development and management 
 Aski g stude ts: What do 
you need to bring to the 
ta le?  
Theory – Use when content refers 
to occupational therapy theory 
 I a  sta ti g this le tu e 
a out Moho…  
Knowledge 
Community – use 





Learner - Educator Interactions  
Mismatched expectations – 
apply to text where learners 
express preference for different 
outcomes or processes than 
educator 
 It s al ost like the  still 
are expecting that they 
should just be told what to 
do a d it s al ost like o e 
your turn that role where 
you need to think on your 
feet and you need to be 
here, you always get that 
egati e feed a k.  
Cooperative – apply to text 
when learner and educator are 
interacting in a way that 
fa ilitate ea h othe s st e gths 
 Whe  stude ts ask 
questions related to 
goniometer placement and 
things like that, I pull out 
my book and look it up 
togethe .  
Modified educational approach 
– apply to text when a feature 
of the learner causes the 
educator to modify approach 
 This ti e o side ed thei  
interests and needs and 
made interactive 
presentation on the limbic 
s ste .  
 I e o figu ed it, added, 
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they say more clinical 
i te a tio , o e skills.  
KC Member – Broader Knowledge 
Community 
Learner – KC Community – apply 
to text that refers to exchange 
between a learner and the 
larger community 
 We a tuall  go out a d do 
a service learning in the 
community where they run 
a group with some women 
and children in the 
ho eless shelte s.  
Seeking community members as 
resources – apply to text that 
refers to an outreach of 
assistance from the community 
 B i gi g outside 
speake s  
Learner 
Positive Behavior – apply to text 
when educator perceives 
actions and responses as helpful 
to learning 
 The  i g ideas to e.  
 What I see is the e 
ele t i .  The e e ited 
a out it.  
Negative Behavior – apply to 
text when educator perceives 
actions and responses to be 
hindering learning 
 You a  just ki d of see 
from the expression in 
thei  e es the e d ifti g 
off.  
 You a  ki d of see that 
disinterest or lack of 
atte tio .  
Age-development stage -apply 
to text that identifies age or 
development stage 
characteristics 
        NOT: final year, etc. 
 The stude ts o e i  as 
freshmen right out of high 
s hool.  
Life Circumstances – apply to 
text when circumstances 




Frustration – apply to text when 
educator expresses dissatisfaction 
with learner performance or 
outcomes 
 I ofte  e pe ie e this 
feeli g of dissatisfa tio .  
 I get f ust ated as leadi g 
a d tea hi g…  
Road-block to engagement 
(Educator Effort)—apply to text 
where 1. educator expresses 
feeling unsuccessful after 
 “o I ha e est u tu ed  
particular course on older 
adults multiple times, 
reconfigured it, added, 
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attempting multiple strategies to 
increase engagement or 
performance or 2. where educator 
expresses powerlessness 
they say more clinical 
interaction, more skills, 
more and I just an t uite 
seem to get a handle on 
it.” 
Gratification—apply to text when 
educator expresses satisfaction 
with learner performance  
 It has ade su h a 
difference and I have loved 
it.  
 It as the ost fu  I e 
ever had.  The students 
e e just e gaged.  
Instructional Process – apply to 
text that refers to formal and 
informal educational approaches 
includes assessment of learning 
and assessment of perceived 
learning 
 “o eti es I just t  to 
i t odu e fu  thi gs.  
 We ll do a lot of ph si al, 
get out of the seat and 
move around and all that 
ki d of stuff.  
Expectations for learner—apply to 
text when educator expresses a 
desired behavior or academic 
performance level from learner 
 You e pe t the  to e o  
it and be thinking ahead 
and problem solving things 
and kind of problem 
solving procedural aspects 
of hat s goi g o  a d ot 
needing to be spoon fed 
a o e.  
Perceptions of learner 
expectations—apply to text when 
educator expresses what they 
believe to be learner goals or 
expectations of the therapeutic 
process 
 F e ue tl  at that poi t 
it s al ost like the  still a e 
expecting that they should 
just be told what to do.  
Perceptions of educator role—
apply to text when educator 
expresses belief or preference 
about the role of an educator 
within educational context 
 The e's o a  I'  goi g 
to know everything or 
have had experience with 
every single topic that I 
need to teach within the 
p og a .  
Perceptions of self – apply to text 
when educator expresses belief or 
preference about personal 1. 
Performance or 2. Identity. 
 I did t ake it ele a t.  
 Most satisf i g-taking a 
risk and seeing what 
o ked fo  e.  
Links – use when 
there is an 
Topic – Knowledge Community – 
apply to text when a feature 
 Those e  i etee  ea  









Should read as 
active connection 
and not statement 
of what they do 
inherent to a member of the KC 
causes educator to revise or shift 
topic taught 
them start beginning to do 
some of that critical 
thi ki g he  the e just 
kind of in the application 
phase of it.  
Topic – Subject—apply to text 
when topic and subject are 
explicitly linked 
 I'  a eu o the apist ho 
uses o upatio , so I do t 
care if it's 90 degrees 
shoulder flection or 100 
degrees shoulder flection; I 
eall  do t a e. It's hat 
they can do with it that 
atte s to e.  
Topic – Context—apply to text 
when topic is being affected by the 
context 
 I t  fo  the fi st 
assignments I do online, I 
try and them post a video 
and that way we all can see 
each other and hear 
someone speak and talk 
and so then I try and kind 
of build some comradery 
o  that.  
Knowledge Community-Context—
apply to text when a reference is 
made to the interaction between 
the knowledge community and 
context  
 We go a lot of pla es so 
e e out a d a out i  the 
community a lot visiting 
different community 









Practice setting—apply to text 
when references are made to the 
area in which services are being 
provided 
 The lass is taught 
o li e.  
Point in program/services - apply 
to text when references are made 
to lea e s poi t i  the 
educational process 
 That ostl  o u s i  the 
fall semester of the second 
ea .  
 It s the se o d ea  
ou se.  
 
 
